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General Information

̯ϷΉ۪ʸొԜΛಁሏʸʥ৻רc৻ұ˥۪ʸଉলҡᓯמdʿڏe̯˫ɥʍଽ̯Ϸֺ
ొԜɾʗሏʸʥ৻רcΣτဘਐc̯Ϸᓻࡗᅥ෮۪ݯʸ೮e
༅ࢿ
̯Ϸνඑ۪ʸ༅ࢿݯܰؿ͌ؿȿ۪ݯʸ͓ሏʸʥొԜ৻רeᇼቇ̯Ϸʀ۪ʸؿ
༅ࢿܧ೪йֶ̯Ϸʥԯޚᗐዀ࿚ɺࣂ˞ͨЄΊီೕˮؿτᗐɁ༅ࢿؿԚ͂dׄ
ᚉʥᔝଫؿȹঁܧ೪ؿԯˢʼͧe
̯ܘΔؒ܁ʥဟဳዀ࿚ؿஃցc˞ʥ̯Ϸ۪ؿʸသᓻᄗ݅ܧ೪c̯Ϸᆢց͇ᇼ͓
ሏʸؿɁɡӸʗʥሏʸɾୄྡྷऩኟτɁֶઁԹɁc۪ʸ̦ˮ͐τᗐɾᖬעʼͧc
ԝΣiࠗಋӸʗᖬdᙶ๑ʥؿٶʔͳᖔ௰̯ϷֶᄧͿ৹̯जΦe
ࣂc͇ᇼɁිంԯɁ༅ࢿc˳ܢଊ͂d͂کշΊПΊdϾэʥ՞ցΔэdˮ
́ˀ౨dਝᘒʥᓻพֶᏪϷพhߗݯʔ̇ʸcొԜؿ༅ࢿٖ߬˚ܢ˳ڬd
ԑdᚬᖋΥɁdʔ̇࿚dพ৻ֲሔʥ༅ټԞe
ʔ̇ʸ̦ొԜɎͶʼͧؿ৹̯i




ʔ̇ഽ˫ᖬ࣊
ਆพতᖬΣτ
ʔ̇ୂᓱೡʥୀֶڬԯˢୂιʼͧ˳ֺܢτณɾͲ࠳߯ʼͧ

Έඖʼͧ৹ֶ̯߬ͅႏ˿Ɂɡ࣏ᖬcԝΣiֶͅ܁ผ࣏߮ᖬeሏʸֶΕѧ
ι̦߬ʹྦྷ࣏ؿᙩ܃ɷ˿༜АcԝΣiѧιʔͳত୮˫݅ؿೡѵe
ϊ̔c̯Ϸֶ߬ұ۪ʸొԜԯˢ༅ࢿʥʼͧe̯Ϸτᚬׂ͓ʥ͇ᇼሏʸר
৻cϤˇʀͨЄଉͅe
ሏʸ༜А
Σ્ȿΈඖνʥСଅcᇼቇଊϷؿνٲe
̯ϷผΉ۪ʸೕˮτᗐؿ͓ሏʸʥؿ৻ר࣊كcᇼᏎ݅࣊كɐؿ༅ࢿܰЯ̳ᆢ
ಲ႒e
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̯Ϸ˿ॶஉτГʸټᔾ߬ұcੱᇼΉ̯Ϸᓻࡗۍe
ߗ۪ʸؿሏʸʑΦಁГ̯כϷֺ߯ؿГΦಁټᔾc̯ϷֶผνՅֶ͂ɺ߮˟С
ࢠe
ߗ۪ʸؿሏʸடᙩԭαӀτ˚৽ત২͚מc̯ϷֶผνՅֶ͂ɺ߮˟Сࢠ͂Ұ
˸ανՅȹωe̯Ϸྦྷɺ৽ݠሏʸמ͚ؿc˿˞ܪϷࠉԹe
۪ʸؿᚬᖋΥɁੀͲᚬ୮ଉ۪ʸ̯ɁؿሏʸؿȹʘԑփeሏʸܛτɁֶcߗሏʸ
ܛτɁΛכȹɁcͲڬܛτɁɷ˿ҡҝᚬᖋΥɁؿΪખe
ΕܺԒੱؗɎc̯Ϸړݯ۪ʸСऩcֶผ߬ұ۪ʸˮ͐Ӹʗുעʼͧc˞࣏ྡྷ۪ʸ
Ӹʗe
ߗ۪ʸ߬ұҡҝͿᛆcԯᓿͿᛆੀЩࣂՅࣱcϤณͿᛆ̯Ϸѧι̦߬ʹྦྷ࣏ؿᙩ܃
ɷผ́ࢽe
˞۪ʸᆦೕˮɾͨЄ͐ܞя഼ݯτࢽeړݯ۪ʸcԎԉ˅ಂؿೕ́c۪ʸᎶ
ੀ۪ʸؿᆦړcԎੀొಁ˺ᖇѢဳړcʮԯ؇෮i
 า̯ϷֺͿೕɾᆦԲh





ᇼʜᜑˢɁԚ۪͂ʸֶ˺ؿᆦh
ᇼʜҐᆦᄘΕ˺ɐֶᄘΕԯˢၤ˺ȹᒻיɾͧذɐh
ᇼʜقઅੀᆦ҉Ɏֶত፣cϤɺ˱ઋᔀh
ᎶᑷЛፕ۪͂ʸؿˮ́ˀ౨dӸʗു໔ᆦdཋ໔ᆦd֗༜ᅕΥdΊီʥԯˢ
מɁЅɾɁ༅ࢿݯᆦc͛ᎶᑷЛፕ͂ȹᆦኧАΈᗘɺ৻רc
ԝΣઅმʃᐲ၉ֶԯˢ၉эeᆦᎶɺࣂҡҝe

ᘬʿʥ̯Ϸᓻࡗɺผ߬ұ۪ʸᚉԯɁᆦe
Σ۪ʸೕଊֶڌޚᆦሯݩᚉdፘֶ̖ՅcɌֶೕ̰́ᚬמ͚ؿc۪ʸ͓
Щ̯كϷe
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ߗ۪ʸτಂϷעֶݯᛷକ֧dֶࢀஈˢɁԚ͂ᆦdֶӀτᖇѢ۪ဳړʸؿᆦֶ
˺dֶೕଊፘֶ̖͂ؗੱؿϤӀτ̯كϷcΐϊϤʵߎͨЄฌ̖c۪ʸ߲Ͳ
ஐe
۪ʸΕᓃᓈፒଉଊ܃מ͚ټcᇼЩࣂࠍ࣏ᒨАྡྷcɾ˄ؿ܃ҙേcΐಲ࣏ؒ
ྡྷc̯ϷɺผՇଉe
ߗ۪ʸొΦɣ൴ଊټc̯Ϸֶผ߬ұԑͱكΪખcԎνՅ͂e
۪ʸΦಁСࢠܰ˞௰ࢠ့߮cԎ˞̒છʄɃʿβ့߮ϭɩᅕᒨ܃ϽɃሏˀ˞ڬ
̒છʄɃʿβ့߮ϭʏϽɃሏc့߮ਥᓣݯi
ಋʏdߜᔦʥณ˱գʏ

i

ˀݯȹα

ԯˢஒྫྷ

i

ˀݯȹα

ಋʏၫΦಁؿСࢠݯҰ˸αࢠȹωhϤ̔ྫྷΦಁݯڬҰ˂ࢠȹωe
כᏪพˀ࿀νኣࣂࠉکΦɃɾ̯ಋႺϷ˟ಁؿಋʏኣcผΕˀ့߮СࢠhΕ
࿀νኣࣂࠉ܃ΦɃّcڬСࢠͅɎȹ̯ϷᏪพˀ့߮eగ̯ݒϤӰcᏪพˀܰܞ
ࠗಋႺϷพ൬Ϸ့ʥ͚ν৻רˀe
ߗኣɾ܃ঽcτᗐСࢠੀ㜏Αc̯ϷֶผνՅ͂e̯Ϸੀቱ۪҄كʸc
۪ʸᎶՅΑঽcֶ̯كϷʹωˤνeЯڬc̯Ϸผ̯ܘϷত፣ɾ۪ʸΔэੀኣ
˞໔Α۪ʸcτᗐ͂ੀ۪ʸሏʸɻκՅe
̯ಋႺϷ˟ಁɾಋʏኣcߗΕࠗಋႺϷพ൬Ϸ့ʥ͚ν৻רˀכ࿀νኣࣂࠉ
کΦɃّcȹঁ˿כɎȹᏪพˀɎʟɍࣂᆢցܰЯɰνѢhߗܱ౨ʄΦɃّcȹঁ
˿כɎܱ౨ࠖᏪพˀؿɎʟɍࣂᆢցܰЯνѢeτᗐˤνಁඖΕ̯ϷνѢکɺ˿
Ԛֶ͂ొՅe
۪ʸ˿ΕϬ৽ᔝሏֶϷ͐ܞɻஉ߯Ұω˟ಁঢ়ټᔾʥ˅೩˟ಁˀ౨e۪ʸ͛
˿Ε͚מѧιکΉ̯Ϸʀཹ͐ܞҡҝֶ˅͚מeߗϬ৽ᔝሏֶϷ˟ؿ͐ܞಁ
͐ܞcೕ́ሏʸΦಁɺӷֶԯˢଉͅc̯ϷτᚬঽΑ͐ܞcϤɺผ۪كʸeߗ۪ʸ
כঽΑکɰΑಁඖcϤ˟ಁ͐ܞɌ̯ϷઅՇّc̯ϷֶผνՅ͂eߗሏʸ౦ΐ
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ΦಁɺӷঽΑ˟ಁ͐ܞc̯Ϸֶผୄ˅τᗐϬ৽ᔝሏֶϷ͐ܞeߗ۪ʸҡҝֶୄ
˅Ϭ৽ᔝሏֶϷ͐ܞc۪ʸʭȼɮАʨکc˞࣊ࠍ̯كϷፒଉc࣊ࠍك
ܘजΦͿᛆᖋອe
ྦྷͨЄʻֶԯˢኣΦɃሏʸc̯ϷړजׂઅՇɾᚬСe
ߗ۪ʸؿ༅ࢿτᛰҡԝΣҡҝΔэֶཋcᇼቱ҄˞࣊ࠍֶͨЄ̯Ϸႏ˿ɾʿβ
̯كϷeֺτ௰ʥʼͧੀผ˞̯Ϸ፣ɾΔэˮe
̯ϷੀΉ۪ʸొԜሏʸ௰ֶ۪ʸᏵೕΦ࿇ȹ̯e
ړݯ۪ʸؿСऩc۪ʸᎶˠୀᏎ࣏݅ྦྷҰਜ਼ሏʸ௰d࣊كʥᆢႏ࣊eߗೕଊ፟
ֶτ̰ᚬ͚מcᎶЩࣂ̯كϷeߗ۪ʸΕʨʑ̰ॶАˮكcֺτΕ
௰d࣊كʥᆢႏ࣊ʑؿতඖяྦྷ۪ʸԮҢɈe
ߗ۪ʸᏵೕΦ࿇ᖉcᇼכҰω͚܃מcᏎ݅ܰЯɰͿˮ̳ᆢতඖe۪ʸొಁࣂᎶንొ
ಁ˺ֶΦ࿇ፒଉeᇼੀొಁ˺ʥΦ࿇ΦכיɐᔧؿΔʿcࣂcȹ̭ೕଊፘ̖cᎶЩ
ࣂ̯كϷe
ߗ۪ʸྦྷ̯Ϸτ˟Ўֆ̰˟˄ؿಁc̯Ϸֶผྦྷ۪ʸΕͨЄΔʿֺؿτֶͨЄሏʸ
˞ʥͲඦ৻Аˮ၃୮ଉe
ߗݯᐲΊሏʸi








ᐲΊሏʸͲؿʸ˚ͳΔcʥҰȹʸ˚ПΔగሏʸྦྷ̯Ϸ߲ɐஐͨh
ߗᖋອΪખᚬʗʸ˚ֶԯˢᚬᖋΥɁϷԑcڬԒɁؿϷ৽ྦྷͲʸ
˚яԮҢɈh
ߗᛰҡᖋອΪખcͅͲʸ˚Аˮh
̯Ϸ˿ΉᐲΊሏʸПʸ˚ೕˮكcֶΉПʸ˚˟ಁhΦɃПʸ˚ሏʸ
ؿಁඖ˿ΦɃᐲΊሏʸh
Пʸ˚ɾඦඖc̯Ϸ˿˞͂ᐲΊሏʸɾᔾאh
ᐲΊሏʸПʸ˚ϋəcᐲΊሏʸʑɾΦಁcᖔፘଐೢ܃cΕሬ͂ؗੱؿ
ɎcੀᙔכᐲΊሏʸؿֆ́Φّh
ߗτ߬cͨЄȹΊʸ˚˿࠽͐ܞሏʸe
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Σ۪ʸҢሏʸֶՅࣱ৻רc۪ʸ˿Ή̯Ϸೕˮكcʨ܃c˘ଲ̯Ϸؿτ
ᗐ߬ұԎᖔ˟͂Щ˿eʸɺӷɍ˂ّc̯ϷผνՅ͂e̯Ϸֶ˿અՇ
ҡؿك౨e
̯ϷΕΉ۪ʸೕˮكcΕʨ˿܃ሏʸeֶߗτ߬c˿Щࣂ́ࢽcߗሏʸ
ݯཌྷc̯Ϸ˿˚৽ҢሏʸcϤˇ̊Ϸكe
ஃဳΈሏʸʥؿ৻רᆢྡྷஃcᇼቇ̯ϷଊϷૈ৻רؿಁe
ಋʏၫሏʸ
۪ʸ˿༦ಋʏၫሏʸc፭ࣂፒଉಋʏΦɃొՅಁඖ͚מe̯ϷੀొԜሏʸ௰
۪ʸ˿ፕእ˞ཋɥֶ൯ʿβνՅ ֶΦ࿇ᖉcԜ݅ቇΈඖνʻত፣e
࣓ኣҰˀؿΦಁ˞ʨݯȹα့߮СࢠcСࢠҰ˸α߮˟ȹωeߗ༤ሏʸc
Сࢠȹঁੀ࿀߮ϭሏʸˀکȹʨeτᗐСࢠ့߮Ϊખੱcᇼၤ̯Ϸᓻࡗ݅e
̯ϷొԜؿಋʏၫሏʸஉτᓃϽ৻רʥֶ˂৻רe̯Ϸ˿ͲᚬੱྦྷП۪
ʸᗘПֶ̯ϷɺࣂܞցɁɡᑥЛɐ߸ֶͫͲ͂e
̔මᗸၫሏʸ
۪ʸ͓̋̔මᗸၫሏʸc˿ڏ୮ଉ˳ܢɁ̵ྫྷΕʑؿΛိஒྫྷ̔මൕሒ
͚מeᇼቇτᗐɾۧඨ௰ਜ਼ֶΉ̯Ϸᓻࡗۍe
̯Ϸੀ࣓ኣҰိ̔ྫྷؿСଅʗП߮ࢠcҰ˂ʻ˟Сࢠȹωeߗ༤ሏʸcСࢠȹঁ
ੀ࿀߮ϭሏʸˀکȹʨeτᗐСࢠ့߮Ϊખੱcᇼၤ̯Ϸᓻࡗ݅e
̔ྫྷଊ൵מ͚ؿȹঁɺઅՇፒଉh̯Ϸผ߬ұ۪ʸᖔ˟൵මძeొಁȹঁผ˞̯Ϸ
ؿంძcЙ܃c˞ಋྫྷʻ˟c۪ʸ˿ፕእ˞ཋමֶම˟͂ʿβొՅe
ొಁ˺
ొಁ˺̯ܰϷొԜʀಋྫྷdɁ̵ྫྷၫֶ֡Ԟሏʸ۪ʸؿȹိႺϷ৻רe
۪ʸ˿ንొಁ˺༦Ϭ৽ᓃࡗዀֶܞցཋɥఌగɰতሏʸc˳ܢiɁሏʸd௰
ᖋ́ࢽᐲΊሏʸʥዟ༅ʔ̇ሏʸ൬Ϸ͚מeҰਜ਼˺Λ˿তሏʸᅕ൴cԎ˞̯Ϸɺ
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ࣂ࠳߯ݯๅ഼˝ొಁ˺ᗘПϤցcϤ۪ʸగԯΊɎሏʸ˳ܢ௰ᖋ́ࢽᐲΊሏ
ʸcΛ˿ڃכԯΊɎؿਜ਼˺˳ܢɻႺ˺͂ڌe
௰ᖋ́ࢽᐲΊሏʸܛτɁ˿ܘԯ߬ΈϬ͇ᇼొಁ˺cҰ௰ᖋ́ࢽᐲΊሏʸΛ˿
Ᏽೕਜ਼˞ᐲΊሏʸА˚ݯሏʸɾొಁ˺cԜΊᐲΊሏʸܛτɁԚ഼͂˝ొಁ
˺ᗘПϤցe
Σ۪ʸܛτ˞ᐲΊʸА˚ሏʸؿౠːβొಁ˺ԎݯڈᐲΊʸࠖؿਜ਼ೕ˺cΕϬ৽ᓃ
ࡗዀֶܞցཋɥఌؿፕእ͚מሏʸೋࠍʑc۪ʸ˿ࠖɀֶࠖɍতሏʸɻፕ
እሏʸ൬Ϸ͚מc഼˝Ϭ৽ᓃࡗዀֶܞցཋɥఌܰЯʻౠːβొಁ˺Ϥցe
ࣂc۪ʸొܛಁ˺˿כʗϷᓃϽ൬Ϸ͚מcንፏɃొಁ˺ᆦ˞ᆢႏԯΊɎֺτሏ
ʸ˳ܢiɁሏʸd௰ᖋ́ࢽᐲΊሏʸ͐ܞמ͚ؿe഼˝ʗϷܰЯஉτɐ߸
ᖬ৻רϤցeɐ߸͚ܢ˳৻רמЎɺࠉכଊొټΦdᔝሏdҙ༅ൕሒd݅ሏʸ
d͚מত፣೩ͲᇃᓃϽ͚מe
഼˝͇ᇼɾొಁ˺ᗘПc۪ʸ˿כʗϷЩࣂეՅณ˺ֶ̯ͅϷ൯e
כϬ৽ᓃࡗዀֶܞցཋɥఌ˿ፒଉמ͚ؿi഼˝ొಁ˺ᗘПϤց
 ଊొټΦ
 ᔝሏ ˳ܢႺ༎Ϸᔝሏ
 ݅
 ͇ე֡Ԟሏʸ௰
 ͇ეʻᖉ
 ᖔ
 Ե˺ࣱ
۪ʸ˿כൎτႺdႺᐲd3/86
ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷʸɟؿɻႺ9,6$˺͂ڌ
ֶ&,5586
ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷʸɟؿɻႺຒԑ༠˺͂ڌᅟႌؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀፒଉ͚
מ഼˝˺ᗘПϤցe
۪ʸ˿ࠗכಋൎτ༎ϷᔝሏᅟႌؿႺϬ৽ᓃࡗዀcϬొಁ˺ʑڃτؿಋྫྷሏʸ
c˳ܢಋྫྷ֡ԞֶၫሏʸcᔝሏɃԯˢొԜ༎Ϸᔝሏؿ৻רႺผࡗႺϷɾሏ
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ʸeΣ۪ʸԚ͂Ⴚ༎Ϸᔝሏ৻רcᇼ؇෮ɎͶԑඖi
 ۪ʸᆢႏ͚کמcᎶˠୀᏎ࣏݅ྦྷνಁሏʸ໔ᆦټᔾ̳ᆢಲ႒e
 ̯ϷνԷ۪ʸɾ༎Ϸᔝሏ܃͐ܞcผЩࣂ۪ʸሏʸʑκ೩ಁඖe
 ႺᔝሏϭԯˢႺϷɾሏʸѧιႺϷɾං့cτᗐಁඖɺผЩˀΦɃ
νಁɁሏʸe
 νಁႺϷผ࣓ኣϬցࣂංੀಁඖΦɃνಁɁሏʸcτᗐΦɃνಁɁሏʸࣂؿං
ᇼΉνಁႺϷ݅e
 νԷͅ˟ಁႺϷႺᔝሏϭ۪ʸሏʸɾಁඖc̯Ϸੀ࣓ኣଊϷๅڬੀಁ
ඖΦɃ۪ʸሏʸe
 ߗ̯ϷνԷνಁႺϷঽΑ̰ॶι˲ΦɃνಁሏʸؿಁඖcผੀಁඖঽΑԷ۪ʸ
ؿκሏሏʸe
 ߗ̯ϷνԷ˟ಁႺϷؿᔝሏಁඖϤ̰ॶι˲ΦɃνಁሏʸcผੀಁඖঽΑ˟ಁ
ႺϷe
 ۪ʸ͉עᔝሏϭɍّʸɟڃࠓ፮cԝΣᔝሏಁඖ༦ೡɻɾ֝႒ʥֶɺ
ॶᔝሏֶԯˢ፟႒cࣹڈʥႺϷؿକֶ֧ܨ෮ֶ̖ಂcႺϷяಲΉ۪
ʸ߲ɐஐͨeొಁ˺ؿԯˢޚᗐஃcᇼቇ̯Ϸૈ৻רؿಁe
 τᗐొԜ༎Ϸᔝሏ৻רɾႺผࡗႺϷ༅ࢿcੱ˿ቇႺ၉ࠒZZZ
MHWFRFRPKN
۪ʸ˿כൎτמፒԑֶႺᐲᅟႌؿਆʸ൬ϷԵ˺ࣱ͚מe഼˝ొಁ˺ᗘП
Ϥց
ֺτొಁ˺˳ܢณೕ˺ֶଊτొಁ˺ಋྫྷɁ̵ྫྷc˞ȹ۪ʸ့߮ɺሃ۪ʸܛτ
ొؿಁ˺ᅕ͌cҰΊ۪ʸכϬ৽ᓃࡗዀࠉמ͚ؿᔾΣɎc͚ࠉמᔾɺሬ͂כʗϷ
ᓃϽ͚מeΣ͚ࣹמʥɁ̵ྫྷcᇼࣂቇɁ̵ྫྷพ৻˱ڃ႓עe


Ұˀଊొټଊࠉᔾ
۪ʸᗘПഽɀ
Ұˀঢ়ࠉᔾ
ȹঁ۪ʸ
 ഽȹ

ϬΕଉল
ౣޔଉল
ڲਆଉল

˿ሁኬɾᔾ۹
 ֶ  ഽȹ

 ഽȹ
 ഽȹ
 ഽȹ

 ֶ  ഽȹ
 ֶ  ഽȹ
 ֶ  ֶ  ഽȹ

ഽȹi ഼˝͚ࠤྫྷמϤցcҰˀঢ়ࠉᔾ˞ಋྫྷֶɁ̵ྫྷ့߮e
ഽɀi ۪ܞʸඖɎֺτ௰ΊʥᐲΊሏʸɻؿঢ়৻רᄙज़e
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Ե˺ࣱʥ˺̔ᔝሏɾҰˀࠉᔾi
 Ұˀᔝሏϭ˺̔ԯˢྫྷࠤɾሏʸcʥמፒԑdႺᐲؿԵ˺ࣱɾҰˀ
ࠉᔾݯಋྫྷֶɁ̵ྫྷe഼˝͚ࠤྫྷמϤց

 Ⴚ༎ϷᔝሏɾҰˀࠉᔾ
Ⴚ༎ϷᔝሏҰˀ͚ࠉמᔾݯಋྫྷcϊ͚ࠉמᔾၤ˞ɐԵ˺ࣱ
ʥ˺̔ᔝሏɾҰˀࠉᔾͳ͂e


˺ʑᔝሏɾҰˀࠉᔾi
˺ʑΈྫྷࠤሏʸංؿᔝሏӀτࠉԹe



Ұˀᖔࠉᔾi
ᖔמʥᖔᖔؿҰˀࠉᔾݯಋྫྷɺሬ͂ొכಁ˺Ɂ̵
ྫྷʥొಁ˺ʑɾɁ̵ྫྷሏʸe



ྊ̔Ϭ৽ᓃࡗዀొಁʥ͚ࠉמᔾi
۪ʸࠗכಋྊ̔൬ϷϬ৽ᓃࡗዀొಁکcݯԯԚ͂ొؿಁ˺ઢ৽ྊ̔ొಁ˲
ॶc˞ʥஉցԯτࢽࣂ౨ʥɐࠉ഼˝Δਂd˺ိʥϬ৽ᓃࡗዀ၉Ϥցe۪
ʸඖɎҰਜ਼ొಁ˺ؿྊ̔ొಁɐࠉɺ˿ঢ়۪כʸɾҰˀଊొټಁࠉᔾe

ሏʸᐲ৽৻ר
̋ሬ͂ొכಁ˺ᔶྫྷ


ሏʸᐲ৽۪ܞܰ৻רʸ༦Ⴚᐲ၉൬Ϸ͚ొܢ˳ࣂמՅଊֶټԵ˺ࣱ

cΣ۪ʸמ͚ؿሏʸᔾɺӷ˞ʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcϤ۪ʸొؿಁ˺ʑֆτ
ԯˢᐲᖎሏʸʥ೩ሏʸτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚מੀϬ৽
೩ሏʸκcˇ̊Ϸሁᅆe



Σొಁ˺ʑֺτሏʸݯޑಋྫྷሏʸֶɁ̵ྫྷሏʸcኬ೫͚ټמᔾɺሃಋྫྷd
Ɂ̵ྫྷֶԯˢ̔ྫྷผొಁ˺ʑؿਥ̯ሏʸκeΣ۪ʸؿਥ̯ሏʸᔾ
ɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽ొಁ˺ʑ۪ʸؿȹڃᙔሏʸ
κhΣሏʸᔾ͛ɺӷcڬɀڃᙔሏʸκeΣొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎ
ؿሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټκኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe



Σొಁ˺ʑࣂڃτಋྫྷʥɁ̵ྫྷሏʸc۪ʸ൬ϷɁ̵ྫྷ͚ࣂמcኬ೫͚מ
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ټᔾผͱొಁ˺ʑࠖؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸɻκeΣɁ̵ྫྷሏʸᔾɺӷʻ˟
ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽۪ʸొಁ˺ʑ̊ȹɁ̵ྫྷሏʸΣτκ
eΣɐ߸ؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸᔾʋɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcڬኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀ
۪ʸొಁ˺ʑಋྫྷሏʸɻκԎࣹʥಋྫྷЙɁ̵ྫྷ͚מeΣొಁ˺ʑֺτ
ɰᐲᖎؿಋྫྷሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱeᐢ
ܢϤӰcΣɐ߸ొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמ
ᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe


Σొಁ˺ʑࣂڃτಋྫྷʥɁ̵ྫྷሏʸc۪ʸ൬Ϸಋྫྷֶ̔ྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ̔
͚ࣂמcኬ೫͚ټמᔾผͱొಁ˺ʑࠖؿಋྫྷሏʸκeΣಋྫྷሏʸ
ᔾɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽۪ʸొಁ˺ʑ̊ȹಋྫྷሏʸ
ΣτκeΣɐ߸ؿಋྫྷሏʸᔾʋɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcڬኬ೫͚ټמ
ᔾੀ۪ʸొಁ˺ʑɁ̵ྫྷሏʸɻκԎࣹʥɁ̵ྫྷЙಋྫྷֶ̔ྫྷ͚מe
Σొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ
͚מੀՅࣱeᐢܢϤӰcΣɐ߸ొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټ
ʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe



ሏʸᐲ৽৻רԎڈདஉ৻רc۪ʸ̯֡کϷͨЄȹࡼʗϷිѢ̯Ϸܞցޚؿ
ᗐʼͧc˞ઢ৽ሏʸᐲ৽৻רe



ሏʸᐲ৽̋৻רሬ͂כႺᐲ၉ొԜؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀʥࣱୄဲዀc۪ʸ˿൬
ϷొՅଊ൵ʥԵ˺ࣱמ͚ؿe



ሏʸᐲ৽ࣹ৻רʥؿɁ̵ྫྷၤಋྫྷЙಶძc˞͚̯ࣂמϷ߯ցؿτᗐЙଊ
൵ؿЙಶძݯๅeΣࣹʥಋྫྷၤ̔ྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ̔ؿЙcτᗐಋྫྷၤ̔ྫྷ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ̔ؿЙಶძc˞͚ࣂמɻਝႺᐲ߯ցؿτᗐˀමଅݯๅe



Շ၉ԜᎶዀ࿚ؿӡࠉԹc۪ʸ༦Ⴚᐲ၉ొՅଊֶټԵ˺ࣱࣂɺ
ሃ͚מτЯࣹʥሏʸᐲ৽৻רcᅟๅνૈя̋ᛷ۪͐ʸొؿಁ˺˺໔cϤڈ
ྡྷκሏؿሏʸ໔ᆦh۪ʸ˿༦၉ɐႺϷdΦ࿇ֶ˂௰͚݅מੱe



ሏʸᐲ৽৻רȹઢ৽cొಁ˺ʑֺτሏʸc˳ܢಋྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ֡ؿԞၫሏ
ʸcяผ˳ܢΕሏʸᐲ৽৻רʑe۪ʸᎶᆢړԯొכಁ˺ֺؿτޚᗐሏʸτӷ
ਪؿᔾʻ˟ԯˢল৻Ϊખ˳ܢЎɺࠉכϬ৽ᔝሏֶʻcᑷЛ೩ሏʸΐ
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ᔾɺӷϤኒߎԯˢׂ͚מe
۪ʸԚ͂ొಁ˺ࣂcᎶ؇෮̒՚ੱؗcᑷЛˢɁዻӮᆦʥሏʸ༅ࢿeԎᇼ؇෮Ӑত
੬ؿӝɁᆦʥց౨ҡҝᆦeਥכΪͲଉͅcۺᘪᑷЛԚ͂Ӹʗᖬ໔ᆦdˮ́ˀ
౨dཋ໔ᆦdӮᅕΥୂΣֶԯˢࢀמɁɻؿᅕΥୂАݯᆦc
੬͛ᎶᑷЛԚ͂ϊᆦኧАԯˢܢ˳৻רɃ၉ɐႺϷֶԯˢ၉эeಲሃΕͨЄੱؗ
ɎcᇼʜΉԯˢɁ˳ܢᘬʿʥ̯Ϸᓻࡗᚉ੬ؿӝɁᆦeτᗐɾ͚מ፣cΕЩ
ࣂᏎ݅ಲ႒܃cᎶѢഁړΦֶЩࣂาe۪ʸΕϬ৽Იࡗዀፒଉ͚ࣂמc˿ፕእܰЯ
̨Ϳ͚מ፣e
۪ʸ˿Ԛ͂˞Ɏొؿಁ˺৻רi
 ഼˝ొಁ˺ᗘПϤց
 מፒԑ(36i˿Εൎτמፒԑ(36৻רᅟႌɾਆ໔˞ᔝሏᑪذcᔝሏಁඖ
˿قઅɰতɾሏʸʑκe˺ʸ͛˿ፕእઔֶ͂Յࣱ༦מፑԑ(36ᑪ
ൕࠗಋᑩผଊټԴ৻רؿe
 Ⴚᐲࣱ৻רi˿ΕൎτႺᐲᅟႌؿਆ໔൬Ϸࣱᑪמ͚ذc͚ټמᔾੀ
قઅჇɎొಁ˺ʑሏʸκe
 ᖔמ-(73$<0(17i˿༦Ϭ৽Იࡗዀᖔ͚ཋd๏ࣩʥཋ೩e
τᗐಁඖЩࣂɰতɾሏʸʑκc۪ʸԎ˿Ᏽೕνૈ˞А፣e
 ᖔ336i˿༦ࠑ፼ཋֶ၉ɐፒଉᖔ৻רe
 ˿כऋցᲘࡗዀΕಋొՅɁ̵ྫྷe
Շ၉ԜᎶዀ࿚ӡࠉؿԹc۪ʸ༦Ԛ͂Ⴚᐲd3/86၉ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷ
ʸɟؿɻႺ9,6$&ֶ˺͂ڌ,5586၉ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷʸɟؿɻႺຒԑ༠͂ڌ
˺၉Ե˺ֶࣱొՅଊټcᅟๅνૈ̋ᛷ۪͐ʸొؿಁ˺˺໔cϤɺᛷ͐ྡྷκ
ሏሏʸc۪ʸ˿༦၉ɐႺϷdΦ࿇ֶ˂௰͚݅מੱe
ߗ۪ʸԚ͂ొಁ˺Ⴚᐲֶ(36၉ͨכЄཌྷਕਆd֙⭕ֶዀ࿚ᑪൕͨЄਆֶۂ
Ԛ͂ͨЄ৻רcΕ̯Ϸೕˮؿ௰ɻ˿ॶɺผᛷ͐τᗐཌྷਕਆd֙⭕ֶዀ࿚ؿΊီc
ֶ͚מɾত፣໔ᆦe
۪ʸ˿͇ᇼҐొಁ˺৻רԡɃɻႺ˺͂ڌʑc˞ɻႺ˺͂ڌАొݯಁ˺ɾ͂eߗ˞ڌ
͂˺ሏʸΕϬ৽ᲘࡗዀొՅଊټcผκՅᔾ̔ʹ˺͂ڌؿᙩʥʻСࢠe
۪ʸΣೕଊֶڌޚፘ̖ొಁ˺cֶొಁ˺ৰ˾ֶ͂c̦ቱ҄ߎཋڲਆొಁ˺
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ɩࣂ۪ʸ৻רᆅᇃཋiం̖cᅗ˺৻רcԎቱ҄֡کೕ˺ႺϷ
ፒଉ̖ᓿ˺ʥეณ˺ʹᙩe
τᗐνi
 ̖ʥೕ˺͂e
 ̯ಋྊʑ༦ࠗڈಋႺ၉ొՅଊؿټ͂e
 ̯ಋྊ̔༦ႺdႺᐲd3/86
ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷʸɟؿɻႺ9,6$ڌ
͂˺ֶ&,5586၉ሬ͂כɰ˱ڃႺϷʸɟؿɻႺຒԑ༠ؿ˺͂ڌϬ৽ᓃ
ࡗዀొՅଊؿټ͂e഼˝ొಁ˺ᗘПϤց


ΕᲘࡗዀ͇ეʻᖉcೕʻᖉɾ൯e

ొಁ˺ਆพ
ొಁ˺ਆพ̋ࠉכዟ༅ͬพd͟Ɂdτࠉʔ̇ʥͨЄዀ࿚ʔ۪̇ʸؿႺϷר
৻e
۪ʸ˿͇ᇼΛਜ਼ొಁ˺ਆพeҰȹਜ਼ొಁ˺ਆพяτȹ۪ͅʸܞցؿਥ̯
ሏʸeҰȹሏʸ̋˿Аݯȹਜ਼ొಁ˺ਆพؿਥ̯ሏʸeΣ۪ʸܛτΛכਜ਼ొ
ಁ˺ਆพc۪ʸܞց̊ȹሏʸАݯਥ̯ሏʸe
ȿਥ̯ሏʸ̔c۪ʸ˿তΛ۪ʸؿԯˢၤ̯Ϸ͓ؿሏʸԝΣಋྫྷၫሏ
ʸֶ֡ԞሏʸАڃݯᙔሏʸਥ̯ሏʸʥڃᙔሏʸੀီݯতሏʸ
eҰȹ
তሏʸ̦˞۪ʸؿΊΥ͓e۪ʸ˿༦ొಁ˺ਆพ̯ϷؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀʥܞ
ցؿཋɥఌɩࣂԚ͂তሏʸ৻רؿe
ܛτొಁ˺ਆพܛؿτɁ̦۪ݯʸʔ̇ؿᚬɁɡeΣ˺ܛɁɺʹ۪ܰʸ
ؿᚬɁɡcτᗐొؿಁ˺ਆพੀϬ৽Յࣱe
˺ܛɁ˿Ԛֺ͂τতሏʸe
࠱ߗι˲͇ᇼc̯Ϸੀ˞൯ʿβੀొಁ˺ਆพԷ۪ʸܞցؿΔэe͇ᇼొಁ
˺ਆพɺʻ˟αe
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˺ܛɁ˿כϬ৽ᓃࡗዀd̯ϷʗϷؿᓃϽֶܞցؿཋɥఌፒଉ͚מi
 ଊొټΦ







ᔝሏ ˳ܢႺ༎Ϸᔝሏ
݅
͇ე֡Ԟሏʸ௰
͇ეʻᖉ
ᖔ
ҡҝϬ৽ᓃࡗዀؿྭۮᛷႍ͐Ӱ

ߗ۪ʸᄈ˱ĀՅࣱতሏʸdࠇณనొಁ˺ਆพdҡҝҰˀ͚ࠉמᔾdʥҡ
ҝͿΕొಁ˺ਆพɐ˺ܛؿɁΊΥc̦Ή̯Ϸొ͚ͅ D ߗݯዟ༅ͬพcͅዟ༅
˚h E ߗݯ͟Ɂcֺͅτ͟Ɂh F ߗݯτࠉʔ̇cԭϽԑĀȹϽԑʥʔ
̇ो࣊Āȹԑֺᖋອؿᚬʼͧe
۪ʸ˿כൎτႺֶႺᐲᅟႌؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀፒଉ͚מe
۪ʸ˿ࠗכಋൎτ༎ϷᔝሏᅟႌؿႺϬ৽ᓃࡗዀcϬొಁ˺ʑڃτؿಋྫྷሏʸ
c˳ܢಋྫྷ֡ԞֶၫሏʸcᔝሏɃԯˢొԜ༎Ϸᔝሏؿ৻רႺผࡗႺϷɾሏ
ʸeΣ۪ʸԚ͂Ⴚ༎Ϸᔝሏ৻רcᇼ؇෮ɎͶԑඖi
 ۪ʸᆢႏ͚کמcᎶˠୀᏎ࣏݅ྦྷνಁሏʸ໔ᆦټᔾ̳ᆢಲ႒e








̯ϷνԷ۪ʸɾ༎Ϸᔝሏ܃͐ܞcผЩࣂ۪ʸሏʸʑκ೩ಁඖe
ႺᔝሏϭԯˢႺϷɾሏʸѧιႺϷɾං့cτᗐಁඖɺผЩˀΦɃ
νಁɁሏʸe
νಁႺϷผ࣓ኣϬցࣂංੀಁඖΦɃνಁɁሏʸcτᗐΦɃνಁɁሏʸࣂؿං
ᇼΉνಁႺϷ݅e
νԷͅ˟ಁႺϷႺᔝሏϭ۪ʸሏʸɾಁඖc̯Ϸੀ࣓ኣଊϷๅڬੀಁ
ඖΦɃ۪ʸሏʸe
ߗ̯ϷνԷνಁႺϷঽΑ̰ॶι˲ΦɃνಁሏʸؿಁඖcผੀಁඖঽΑԷ۪ʸ
ؿκሏሏʸe
ߗ̯ϷνԷ˟ಁႺϷؿᔝሏಁඖϤ̰ॶι˲ΦɃνಁሏʸcผੀಁඖঽΑ˟ಁ
ႺϷe
۪ʸ͉עᔝሏϭɍّʸɟڃࠓ፮cԝΣᔝሏಁඖ༦ೡɻɾ֝႒ʥֶɺ
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ॶᔝሏֶԯˢ፟႒cࣹڈʥႺϷؿକֶ֧ܨ෮ֶ̖ಂcႺϷяಲΉ۪
ʸ߲ɐஐͨeొಁ˺ؿԯˢޚᗐஃcᇼቇ̯Ϸૈ৻רؿಁe


τᗐొԜ༎Ϸᔝሏ৻רɾႺผࡗႺϷ༅ࢿcੱ˿ቇႺ၉ࠒZZZ
MHWFRFRPKN

۪ʸ˿כൎτמፒԑֶႺᐲᅟႌؿਆʸ൬ϷԵ˺ࣱ͚מe
Ұˀ͚ࠉמᔾ۪ͅʸొؿಁ˺ਆพͳԔ͂e
D
E
F
G
H

ҰˀଊొټΦࠉᔾiಋྫྷʏe۪ʸ˿͇ᇼሁኬࠉᔾϭಋྫྷʏֶಋ
ྫྷʏe
Ұˀᔝሏϭొಁ˺ਆพ̔ԯˢྫྷࠤɾሏʸcʥႺ༎Ϸᔝሏdמፒ
ԑdႺᐲؿԵ˺ࣱɾҰˀࠉᔾݯಋྫྷe
ొಁ˺ਆพʑতሏʸΈྫྷࠤሏʸංؿᔝሏӀτࠉԹe
ᖔמʥᖔᖔؿҰˀࠉᔾݯಋྫྷe
۪ʸࠗכಋྊ̔൬ϷϬ৽ᓃࡗዀొಁکcݯԯԚ͂ొؿಁ˺ਆพઢ৽ྊ̔
ొಁ˲ॶc˞ʥஉցԯτࢽࣂ౨ʥɐࠉ഼˝ΔਂʥϬ৽ᓃࡗዀ၉Ϥցe۪
ʸඖɎҰਜ਼ొಁ˺ਆพؿྊ̔ొಁɐࠉɺ˿ঢ়۪כʸɾҰˀଊొټಁࠉᔾe

τᗐɁ̵ྫྷמ͚ؿcᇼቇ̯ϷؿɁ̵ྫྷ৻ר˨༅ࢿe
̯Ϸ˿ɺࣂ࠳ҝτᗐొಁ˺ਆพؿ༜͂ʥ˲ॶʥϊȹঁ႓עʑૈؿಁe
۪ʸ˿Ԛ͂˞Ɏొؿಁ˺ਆพ৻רi
 מፒԑ(36i˿Εൎτמፒԑ(36৻רᅟႌɾਆ໔˞ᔝሏᑪذcᔝሏಁ
ඖ˿قઅɰতሏʸʑκe
 Ⴚᐲࣱ৻רi˿ΕൎτႺᐲᅟႌؿਆ໔൬Ϸࣱᑪמ͚ذc͚ټמ
ᔾੀقઅჇɎొಁ˺ਆพʑሏʸκe
 ᖔמ-(73$<0(17i˿༦Ϭ৽ᓃࡗዀᖔ͚ཋd๏ࣩʥཋ
೩eτᗐಁඖЩࣂɰতሏʸʑκc۪ʸԎ˿Ᏽೕνૈ˞А፣e
 ᖔ336i˿༦ࠑ፼ཋֶ၉ɐፒଉᖔ৻רe
 ˿כऋցᓃࡗዀΕಋొՅɁ̵ྫྷe
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Շ၉ԜᎶዀ࿚ӡࠉؿԹc۪ʸ༦Ԛ͂Ⴚᐲ၉Ե˺ֶࣱొՅଊټdᅟๅν
ૈ̋ᛷ۪͐ʸొؿಁ˺ਆพ˺໔cϤɺᛷ͐ྡྷκሏሏʸc۪ʸ˿༦၉ɐႺϷd
Φ࿇ֶ˂௰͚݅מੱe
ߗ۪ʸԚ͂ొಁ˺ਆพႺᐲֶ(36၉ͨכЄཌྷਕਆd֙⭕ֶዀ࿚ൕͨЄਆ
ֶۂԚ͂ͨЄ৻רcΕ̯Ϸೕˮؿ௰ɻ˿ॶɺผᛷ͐τᗐཌྷਕਆd֙⭕ֶዀ࿚ؿΊ
ီcֶ͚מɾত፣໔ᆦe
۪ʸΣೕଊֶڌޚፘ̖ొಁ˺ਆพcֶొಁ˺ਆพৰ˾ֶ͂c̦ቱ҄ߎ
ཋڲਆొಁ˺ɩࣂ۪ʸ৻רᆅᇃཋiం̖cᅗ˺৻רcԎቱ҄
֡کೕ˺ႺϷፒଉ̖ᓿ˺ʥეณ˺ʹᙩe
τᗐνi
 ̖ʥೕ˺͂e
 ̯ಋྊʑ༦ࠗڈಋႺ၉ొՅଊؿټ͂e
 ̯ಋྊ̔༦ൎτႺֶႺᐲᅟႌؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀొՅଊؿټ͂e


Εᓃࡗዀ͇ეʻᖉcೕʻᖉɾ൯e

˺ܛɁؿكi
Ԛ͂ొಁ˺ਆพࣂcᎶ؇෮̒՚ੱؗcᑷЛˢɁዻӮᆦʥሏʸ༅ࢿeԎᇼ؇෮
Ӑত੬ؿӝɁᆦʥց౨ҡҝᆦeਥכΪͲଉͅcۺᘪᑷЛԚ͂Ӹʗᖬ໔ᆦdˮ́
ˀ౨dཋ໔ᆦdӮᅕΥୂΣֶԯˢࢀמɁɻؿᅕΥୂАݯ
ᆦc੬͛ᎶᑷЛԚ͂ϊᆦኧАԯˢܢ˳৻רɃ၉ɐႺϷֶԯˢ၉эeಲሃΕͨЄ
ੱؗɎcᇼʜΉԯˢɁ˳ܢᘬʿʥ̯Ϸᓻࡗᚉ੬ؿӝɁᆦeτᗐɾ͚מ፣c
ΕЩࣂᏎ݅ಲ႒܃cᎶѢഁړΦֶЩࣂาe۪ʸΕϬ৽ᓃࡗዀፒଉ͚ࣂמc˿ፕእ
ܰЯ̨Ϳ͚מ፣e
۪ʸؿكi
۪ʸك੪ҰϽొಁ˺ਆพ˺ܛؿɁя˿ΈϬޜԷ۪ʸؿഽ˫ሏʸʥሏʸ༅ࢿcЩ
Ԛଊτؿկপ߬ұ೩ഽ˫ሏʸ̦۪ͅʸᐲΊᖋອɷ˿༜Аe
̯Ϸ˿ͲᚬੱྦྷП۪ʸᗘПֶ̯ϷɺࣂܞցɁɡᑥЛɐ߸ֶͫͲ͂e
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ց౨Φಁ
ց౨Φಁ˿˞ಋྫྷʥΛိ̔ྫྷ͓cԮΛိټᔾʥΦಁ౨c˿ቇτᗐۧඨ௰ਜ਼ֶΉ
̯Ϸᓻࡗۍe
۪ʸ˿༦ԯ̯כϷ͓ؿၫֶ֡Ԟሏʸᔝሏ༅ټc˞͓ց౨Φಁc̯ϷɺઅՇ
۪ʸقઅΦɃଊ൵͓ց౨Φಁe
كΦಁɾСࢠ˞ˀ့߮cСଅ̯ͅϷᔤ߯cԎ˿፭ࣂᛰ৽eكΦಁಲऋցɾΦ౨
ֶԷ౨ˀe
ΕΦಁԷ౨ˀ߮˟Сࢠcߗ̯Ϸ෮̰Է౨ొՅc̯Ϸτᚬɺ߮˟Сࢠ̔c͛τᚬ
߮νֶ͂ʹᙩeΦಁߗڈכႺϷᏪพˀԷ౨cڬ֝ϭɎȹᏪพˀeСࢠܘ
ࡈցСଅ့߮e
ߗ̯Ϸ෮અՇΦɃ˞̯ಋႺϷ˟ݯಁႺϷɾኣc˞͓ց౨ΦಁcΦಁɺΕ
ኣ͚νѢొکՅeߗֺΦɃɾኣೕ́ঽcΦಁֺଐ́ؿСࢠੀผ㜏ΑcԎ
˿ॶ̊νՅ͂e
۪ʸ˿כ͓ց౨ΦಁࣂcΉ̯ϷೕˮԷ౨͐ܞ୮ଉԯ̯ټʥСࢠcԝΣi̯ټʥС
ࢠᙩΦd̯ټʥСࢠᔝɃܞցɾၫֶ֡Ԟሏʸ೩eԷ౨ˀ̯ϷȹঁɺАͨЄكc
۪ʸ˿Ε̯ϷܞցɾʗϷొՅΦಁe۪ʸ˿ፕእ˞ႺϷ̯ొՅಁඖcЎᖔ˟
͂eྦྷྫྷ̔כΦಁc۪ʸ˿ፕእ˞ཋමමʿβొՅh̯Ϸ˿ॶνՅ͂e̯Ϸɺ
અՇقઅց౨ΦಁొՅଊټe
ߗ۪ʸԎ̰АˮΦಁԷ౨͐ܞc̯Ϸੀכτᗐց౨ΦಁԷ౨ˀੀ̯ټʥСࢠϬ৽ᔝ
АȹʨكΦಁe
ߗ۪ʸԎ̰Аˮઌ౨ΦಁԷ౨͐ܞc̯Ϸੀכτᗐઌ౨ΦಁԷ౨ˀੀ̯ټʥСࢠܘ
ࣂؿሬ͂Сଅ˞ޚΦಁ౨Ϭ৽ᙩΦe
ཌྷΦኬ˟Φಁ
ཌྷΦኬ˟ΦಁઅՇ˞ܞցஒྫྷʥΦಁ౨͓c۪ʸ˿࣓ኣϬӸ߬Аˮፕእe۪ʸ͛˿
ፕእԜಁټᔾʥԜಁˀcЎΦಁɺ˿ʭ̯כϷஃցؿГࠉᔾeੱᇼΉ̯Ϸᓻࡗۍe
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ཌྷΦኬ˟Φಁʹᙩѧι܃c̯Ϸผೕˮց౨Φಁᆢႏكcԯʑ༗τΦɃಁඖɾτ
ᗐ፣c˳ܢiΦಁ͌ᅟټᔾdҰ౨ԜಁټᔾdҰ౨ԜಁˀdᐢΦ౨dԷ౨ˀʥСଅ
೩c۪ʸᎶЩࣂᏎ݅cߗτɺଲcЩࣂΉ̯Ϸొˮe
۪ʸכ͓ཌྷΦኬ˟Φಁࣂc˿உց˞۪ʸ̯כϷ͓ؿሏʸϬ৽κሏԜಁcɺઅՇ
˞̯ڈϷሏʸκሏԜಁeכΦಁԷ౨ˀcτᗐΦಁʥԯСࢠੀΦɃȹሏʸeߗτᗐ
ɾདցԜಁˀԎࠗڈಋႺϷᏪพˀc۪ʸᎶొکȹࠗಋႺϷᏪพˀԜಁֶכκሏሏ
ʸௐτӷਪಁඖ˞АκሏԜಁ͂eߗདցԜಁˀ̱˂ݯ܃ȹˀ˘ܱݯ౨ʒcτᗐಁ
ඖੀכˀکؿȹࠗಋႺϷᏪพˀכκሏሏʸκe
ߗ۪ʸ̰ॶכࣂܘདցԜಁˀԜಁc̯ڬϷτᚬκಕСࢠe
ʻ
˟ಁʀܞΊؿՇಁɁ§ֶܛɁRUEHDUHU
¨ؿʻcܰ˿˟ಁʀΉ̯Ϸొ͐˟ಁͨؿ
ЄɁؿe
˟ಁʀܞΊؿՇಁɁcɺሃܰЯഽτ§ֶܞցɁRURUGHU¨ؿʻcܰ˿˟ಁʀܞΊ
ؿՇಁɁֶͅԯ߇࣊ܞցؿԯˢɁؿe
ʻΣಲ§ིᇃ¨
Щݯଊټʻ˿Й˟ଊټe
§ིᇃ¨ʻܛؿτɁܰɺॶЙ˟ଊؿټeړݯ۪ʸؿСऩcᇼΕֺτೕˮؿʻɐ
ི˾§ֶܛɁRUEHDUHU¨ؿΥᅚcԎ˱ɐིᇃeᇼʜདͱᖋອؿ͉يʻe
ᇼɩʶೕˮྡྷذʻiԚˢɁᗒ˞൬ϷᓨҝֶڣeᖋΥɺᎶʪᓯ௰cᎶԚ͂ɺ˿Ꮒ
ؿቮˋֶࡈɥ೫cԎ˞ߜʼֶɻʼ࣊ᄘeνಁɁؿΊΥᎶᄘɐԯͲΊcԎੀɎي
͉୮ི˾eټᔾکؿdֶ܃ɻංɺ˿जɎيϽcԎΕɣᄘټᔾ̱ဲ˱ɐ§ኬ21/<
¨
ΥeᅕΥ˞ּځВᅕ͌Υ࣊ᄘeߗτͨЄҡҝcᇼΕࣀͲᖋᖬྡྷe
Ε͇ᇼྡྷذʻᖉ܃cȹঁΕȹ՚ʑɐeߗ۪ʸ͇ᇼԞɁʻEHDUHUFKHTXHVc
̯Ϸผ˞໔ˮcτᗐ۪͂ͅʸ߲ኪeνԷʻᖉ܃cᇼᏎ݅ʻ໔ᆦdሏ໔d
ֺͿˮ۪ʸؿΊီʥʻؿᅕ൴cߗτɺੱؗcᇼ͓Щ̯كϷeᇼੀʻᖉΦי
כɐᔧؿΔʿeߗೕଊፘ̖ɰᖋອֶؿ͉يʻֶʻᖉcᇼቱ̯҄كϷe
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τᗐԚ͂ཋɥʻؿ৻רಒ༞˿༦̯Ϸ၉ࠒֶΉ̯Ϸᓻࡗ݅e
ᇼɩʶೕˮཋɥʻiᇼੀ੬ؿཋɥႺϷ৻רᆦဳړΡeνಁɁؿΊΥᎶᄘɐԯͲ
Ίe
ߗሏʸ͂˿ؿΦಁᔾֶʻڏСɺӷc̯Ϸ˿ɺЙଊ۪ʸؿʻcϤɺАԑک
كcЎ̯Ϸʋ˿ፕእЙଊɺ̊ೕˮكe̯Ϸ˿ॶνՅ͂eߗ̯ϷፕእЙଊc۪
ʸΉ̯Ϸ˟ᑹֺʵߎࠥؿʿಁඖdСࢠʥʹᙩe
̯Ϸผΐʻිᄘɺ̳ᆢdҡҝ୮̰Ͳᖋᆢႏd̰Է౨ֶɰ༦౨Щ˂Ϥׂ
˟ಁԎঽΑʻe̯Ϸ˿ॶνՅ͂e
ߗ۪ʸ્˅˟ʻcᇼΉ̯ϷొԜသؿሏʸʥʻؿ༅ࢿcԎᖔ˟͂e
ಋʏ֡Ԟሏʸ
ሏʸ˂ߗτೕ́ν˟͚מc̯Ϸੀೕ˂˂௰ֶΉ۪ʸొԜ˂ཋɥ˂௰c
۪ʸߗ˂כ௰࿀ᅕ౨܃ʨʑʋ̰νԷ˂௰cᇼЩ̯كϷe
ሏʸؿΦಁᔾɺ့߮ΦಁСࢠeʻСࢠ˞ȹαʨ့߮ݯਥๅҰʨୃ߮c̯Ϸ
ੀכҰ˂܃ȹᏪพˀc့߮ϭɩᅕᒨ܃ϽɺА̒છʄɃ൬Ͻcሏʸɻκ
ʻСࢠe
ౣࢠʻၫ၃ሏʸ
͓ౣࢠʻၫ၃ሏʸc˿ࣂᖋೕʻʥᑨՅСࢠeܘҰˀؿΦಁ˞
ʨݯȹα့߮СࢠcҰ˂ʻ˟СࢠȹωhϤʻСࢠ˞ȹαʨ့߮ݯਥๅҰʨ
ୃ߮c̯ϷੀכҰ˂܃ȹᏪพˀc့߮ϭɩᅕᒨ܃ϽɺА̒છʄɃ൬Ͻc
ሏʸɻκʻСࢠe
ሏʸ˂ߗೕ́ν˟͚מcੀೕ˂˂௰ֶΉ۪ʸొԜ˂ཋɥ௰e
ʏ֡Ԟሏʸ
ሏʸֲሔݯཋමʸcමძ˞77ძ့߮e۪ʸ˿˞ಋʏଊ൵dԯˢሏʸᔝሏֶΦ
Ƀ̯ΔႺϷ˟ಁؿʏʻʿβፒଉΦಁe
ߗΦɃʏଊ൵cΕ̯ϷܞؿցʗϷፒଉcԎ̯ܘϷᔤցๅڬᖔ˟ძe
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ټᔾΕʏʏֶ˞Ɏc˿Է̯ϷొՅಋʏଊ൵cЎ̯ܘϷᔤցๅڬᖔ˟ძe
ߗొՅʏଊ൵഼˝̯Ϸ൵Φੱؗc˿Ε̯ϷܞցʗϷొՅcԎ̯ܘϷᔤ
ցๅڬᖔ˟ძe
̯Ϸ˿˞ཋමֶමʿβʻ˟ʀ۪ʸc۪ʸᖔ˟͂e
ߗ˂τೕ́ν˟͚מc̯Ϸੀೕ˂˂௰ֶΉ۪ʸొԜ˂ཋɥ˂௰c۪ʸ
ߗ˂כ௰࿀ᅕ౨܃ʨʑʋ̰νԷ˂௰cᇼЩ̯كϷe
ሏʸؿΦಁᔾɺ့߮ΦಁСࢠeʻСࢠ˞ȹαʨ့߮ݯਥๅҰʨୃ߮e̯Ϸ
ੀכҰ˂܃ȹᏪพˀc့߮ϭɩᅕᒨ܃ϽɺА̒છʄɃ൬Ͻcሏʸɻκ
ʻСࢠe
၉ɐႺϷཋႺϷ
۪ʸ˿༦ɺɾཋɥಒ༞˳ܢ၉ɐֶཋcኧАԯɰতɾሏʸe۪ʸ͛˿ত
ɍّݯՇऩɁؿሏʸ˞ᔝሏಁඖʀɍّe
ΣᐲΊሏʸͨͅЄȹϽܛτɁᖋອɰॶኧАሏʸ Щ௰ᖋ́ࢽ cҰȹϽᐲΊሏʸܛ
τɁ˿С͂၉ɐႺϷཋႺϷኧАሏʸeЩԚֺڈτᐲΊሏʸܛτɁতԚ͂၉
ɐႺϷཋႺϷ৻רcҰȹᐲΊሏʸܛτɁc͛˿༦၉ɐႺϷʥཋႺϷτࢽΔ
గሏʸೕˮ͐ܞc˳ܢЎɺࠉכ༅ټሁᅆdҙ༅ൕሒd݅ሏʸֶ͚מত፣e
ΣᐲΊሏʸͅԭΊֶ˞ɐؿᚬᖋອɁᖋອɷ˿ኧАሏʸ ЩΛᐲᖋ́ࢽ cҰȹ
ᐲΊሏʸܛτɁכ၉ɐႺϷཋႺϷᏵ৻רؿᆲ̋ࠉ݅כτᗐሏʸؿ༅ࢿc
˳ܢЎɺࠉכʸɟʥ͚מ፣e
۪ʸ˿Ε၉ɐႺϷஉցҰˀ͚ࠉמᔾe
۪ʸ͛˿Εܺඖ͚מѧιکcΉ̯Ϸʀཹ͐ܞҡҝֶ˅͚מe
ɺಒ༞˿ॶొԜɺ৻רؿʥஉτɺࠉؿᔾֶࠉԹe
ΕҰඖ͚מѧι܃cӡผగ͚מೕˮȹ͚מᇁ໔eΣ۪ʸˀ݅܃τᗐ͚מcᇼ
Ή̯ϷొԜ͚מˀ౨ʥ͚מᇁ໔e
۪ʸΕѧι͚܃מcᎶЩࣂୄ˅અმ၉ɐႺϷɾ͚מӡʥΣሬ͂cᗐɐཋc˞
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ᑷЛˢɁᔄϊᘗᙩኧА۪ʸɾሏʸe
ߗ۪ʸτͨЄ݅c˿ቇ၉ɐႺϷ၉ࠒʑ§ؿӮਐᕀ¨cֶ˿˞ཋ൯Ή̯Ϸֶ݅
ߎཋͅਿɁ೮۪ʸਐe
၉ɐႺϷཋႺϷଊࣂᑥЛᖔ˟αʥ৻רcЎ۪ʸፒଉ͚̯מӸЯνcʋ
ԗ̯Ϸτᗐɾஃցe
۪ʸ˿ߎཋ̯ϷؿɩࣂཋɥႺϷړΪᆅᇃཋiΉ̯ϷАˮړΪֶԯ
ˢҙേe
මˮමಁ
۪ʸߗτ߬Ґԯ̔ྫྷ༅ټᔝ֡̊ȹႺϷcֶੀಋྫྷ༅ټᔝ̯֡ಋྊ̔ႺϷc˿͇ᇼ
˞මಁཋමdමʿβፒଉe
ͅכමಁΛݯ༎ྊֶ༎ႺϷؿ༅ټᔝଫcමಁȹමˮcಁඖɰڈමಁႺϷుဳɾ
Ɏc̯ϷᒖτஐͨቱɈ༦ɻʍႺϷֶዀ࿚cѧιමಁ͐ܞcЎ۪ʸϬϷֻኪֺೕ
ˮමಁ̳ؿ͐ܞᆢֲ˳ܢνಁɁΊီΔэdνಁႺϷdνಁሏ໔೩cʥڈႺϷ˿
ઁԹੱؗɎֺଐ́ࠓؿ፮ʥஐͨe
මಁɁ̦ଉcɺνಁਝࡼֶΔਂɾؒԹdʻ˟့ӡd̔මဳԹֶႺϷୌྻ
ɾଔcя˿ॶᄧᚊνಁɁؿνಁࣂංc͛˿ॶࣹʥᔾ̔ؿ͂cڈමಁႺϷֺॶͲ
ࠍుోֶȿe
۪ʸ˿഼˝̯Ӹ߬cፕእ˞ཋමֶමʿβමˮಁඖcԎฟිᄘʥᖋѢමಁ͇ᇼࣟٲe
۪ʸֺፒଉؿමಁc˿ॶࣹʥȹိֶ˞ɐؿ͂cԝΣiමಁႺϷ݅ʥʹᙩ˳
ܢཋంdɻᔝႺϷʥνಁႺϷ೩ɾͨЄ͂cɻνᅡβ഼˝ੱؗϤցe۪ʸ
˿ፕእͅνಁʿʻ˟೩νe
ཋමi̯Ϸผ۪ܘʸ§ཋම͇ᇼ࣊¨ɐֺొԜ༅ࢿc༦ଈႺϷল৻ཋԾผ
6:,)7ؿཋ၉ӡdཋඨֶཋంѼβcكਝʑ̔ʗϷֶˤଉϷcҐಁඖ͚ν
ಁႺϷcʹ͚˟ʀνಁɁeමಁȹ̭͚˟ʀνಁႺϷֶɃሏʀνಁɁcමಁ༦ೡЩѧ
ιီڙ˟e
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ཋමܰමಁɻc҄આd˿ቌʥΪͲؿමಁፒؒcЎ۪ʸᖔ˟༖Λʹؿᙩ͂e
ߗමಁ༅ࢿԮτฟעᆢؿνಁɁ֡ԞႺϷ༅ࢿʥνಁɁሏ໔cȹঁཋමɾ̳˟
ࣂංݯϭɮАʨcЎ഼˝ΔؒԹdʻ˟့ӡd̔මဳԹֶႺϷୌྻ೩c
Ϥ˿ॶ֝ٽe
ߗමಁ༅ࢿӀτฟעᆢɐ߸ؿ༅ࢿc˟ಁႺϷ˿ॶ൯νමكdමಁνኣֶ̯
ʀνಁɁcۿνಁɁԷႺϷፒଉνමʹᙩcֶ༦Δኣ့ዀԹνಁcڬ˟
ࣂංผΐϊϤ֝ٽc഼˝ੱؗϤցe
ܨϊc۪ʸᎶᏎ݅ฟමಁ༅ࢿc˞ᆢړԯ̳ᆢಲ႒e
මi̯Ϸผ۪ܘʸ§ම͇ᇼ࣊¨ɐֺొԜ༅ࢿcᖋೕ˞νಁɁחݯɾЩ౨මc
͚˟මಁɁeමಁɁϬϷੀම͚˟νಁɁcͅԯጱᙙම֡ɐͿעɾ˟ಁႺϷ
ፒଉνಁʹᙩcֶ༦ԯ֡ԞႺϷˤνಁeමʹᙩ͂༖ཋමؿГe
͇ᇼঽමʥҡҝමಁ༅ࢿɾʹᙩi



۪ʸկপ̯Ϸමಁ܃cঽමֶҡҝමಁ༅ࢿc̦ቱΉ̯Ϸි͚͇ᇼࣟٲe
ЩԚ̯ϷઅՇ۪ʸτᗐ͇ᇼԎˤݯፒଉcЎߗႢɺʥɻ˅ֶᅗᇅමಁ༦ೡc
මಁȹ˟c̯ϷdτᗐɻᔝႺϷdʗϷdˤଉႺϷʥνಁႺϷcΕؒ܁ɐ
яಲᚬɈੜԹνಁّঽΑֶɺొՅτᗐಁඖeߗΐϊ̰ॶѧιτᗐঽමֶҡҝ
මಁ༅ࢿ߬ұc̯Ϸʥτᗐዀ࿚ႺϷcяɺ߲ɐͨЄஐͨcɖɺผೕᑹτ
ᗐɾʹᙩe



ߗࡈමಁ˞මʿβፒଉc۪ڬʸ͇ᇼঽමֶҡҝමಁ༅ࢿࣂc̦ࣂ͚Α
̯ϷᖋೕɾමcЯ̯ڬϷɺઅՇፒଉeߗ۪ʸፘ̖මcͱΉ̯ϷፒѢම
ం̖ʹᙩcԎᖋѢላஐֻͨኪ࣊c̯Ϸτᚬ߬ұ̯Ϸႏ˿ɾɍّ̊Ϸ
ᖋອᔾ̔ؿላஐֻͨኪ࣊܃ɷʀ˞ፒࡤe̯Ϸ̦ͱΉ˟ಁႺϷᖬྡྷමֆ
̰˟cԎΕνԷ˟ಁϷᆢႏɰፒѢ˅˟ֶঽමමɾτࢽ܃كcɷ̳β
ፒଉঽමֶࠇณᖋೕณؿමe
۪ʸ͇ᇼঽමʥ̖මcᖔ˟̯ϷΕ୮ଉ༦ೡɻτᗐɾ݅ʥʹᙩ͂



˳ܢཋం͂cɖֻኪ˟ႺϷֺᄩνؿȹʘ͂e۪ʸ݅මಁ˟ੱ
ؗcߗΉˤଉϷd˟Ϸ೩ೕཋం݅c̯ϷτᚬνՅτᗐʹᙩ͂e
 ЩԚ̯ϷઅՇ۪ʸঽම͇ᇼcτᗐಁඖʋΕ˟ႺϷ̳βঽΑ̯Ϸ܃cɷঽ
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ʀ۪ʸc̳βঽಁֺࣂං഼˝ੱؗϤցeߗΐϊ˥۪ʸτͨЄฌ̖ԝΣi
СࢠdЙძ೩c̯Ϸลɺ߲ஐe
ሬ͂כමಁؿමଅ̯ܘϷᔤցؿଊஒමଅԞᔤցeߗ۪ʸؿමಁֶම͇ᇼԚ͂ᅗ߯
මଅc̯ϷΕᔤցሬ͂මଅ܃c˿̰ԑͱكϤΕ۪ʸؿሏʸκͨЄɺӷɾᅕֶ
൘তͨЄνऩeΣ̰ॶੀಁඖමˮc̯ϷੀӾ۪كʸe
මɃමಁ
ͅྊ̔මɃؿಁඖcΕΦɃ۪ʸሏʸ܃cЩնୃ߮Сࢠʏʥಋʏ֡Ԟሏʸᅗɺ
߮Сࢠe
මɃමಁ೫νʹᙩ˳̯ܢϷdɻᔝႺϷdමˮႺϷdˤଉႺϷ೩͂e
ߗමɃؿஒྫྷၤ۪ʸνಁሏʸֺͶࠤؿஒྫྷɺcමɃಁඖੀܘଊஒමଅЙ܃ΦɃ
۪ʸؿሏʸe̯ϷΕνԷමಁ܃ผ۪كʸe
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We provide a variety of accounts and services to make banking easy, convenient and to meet
your banking needs. This booklet describes some of the accounts and services available.
Please consult our staff who will be happy to answer your enquiries.
Information
Your information is required for the purpose of opening your account and providing services
to you. Please refer to the Bank's “Data Policy Notice” or documents under other relevant
headings issued by the Bank and its associate entities from time to time relating to the general
policies on the use, disclosure and transfer of personal data.
For compliance with local laws and regulations as well as the Bank’s customer due diligence
policy, prospective customers should identify themselves, and the individuals who ultimately
own or control an account. Supporting documents are required, e.g., Hong Kong identity
card, passport, and a recent utility or rates bill. We will retain a copy of the identity documents.
The required information includes present and former or other names, residential address
and permanent address, date of birth, nationality, and occupation or business. For a corporation,
the required information covers its principal shareholders, directors, account signatories,
corporate structure, the nature of business and the source of funds.
Corporations should provide copies of:
-

Certificate of Incorporation

-

Business Registration Certificate (if available)

-

Memorandum and articles of association or other constitutional documents (including
all amendments to-date)

Your documents may need to be certified, e.g., a lawyer or an accountant. An account may
not be operated until we have completed necessary checking, e.g., a search at a public registry.
Other information and documents may be required. We may decline an application without
giving reasons.
Account operation
Please refer to our current list for details of fees, charges and interest rates.
A written advice will be sent to you for some new accounts and services. Please check that
the advice is correct.
We may set a minimum initial balance requirement for account opening purpose. Please
consult our staff for details.
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Charges may apply or no interest accrues if your account balance falls below the prescribed
minimum.
Charges may apply or no interest accrues if your account remains inactive for 2 years (charges
will be debited semi-annually). Restrictions on transactions may apply to an inactive account.
Your authorised signatories will have full authority to operate your account. The account
holder or, if more than one, all of them together will be able to change the authorised
signatories.
Sometimes, we may require production of your ID card for verification. This will be for your
protection.
A signature will not work as soon as you tell us to change it. The new signature can be used
when we have completed the necessary checking.
An instruction given with your password or PIN is valid. It is important for your protection
and to prevent fraud to keep your password and PIN secret, and your ATM card safe. In
particular -

destroy the original printed copy of the password or PIN;

-

do not allow anyone else to use your card, password or PIN;

-

never write down the password or PIN on the card or on anything usually
kept with or near it;

-

do not write down or record the password or PIN without disguising it;

-

do not select a password or PIN using your birthday, ID, telephone or lucky number,
name or other easily accessible personal information. Avoid using the same code to
access other services, for example, connection to the Internet or other web sites. Change
your password and PIN frequently.

The police and bank employees will not ask you for your password or PIN.
You must notify us immediately if you find or believe that your password has been
compromised, lost or stolen or that any unauthorised transactions have occurred.
You will be liable for all losses if you have acted fraudulently or with gross negligence, or
allowed a third party to use your password, or failed to keep your password and PIN secret or
your card safe, or notify us of loss or theft.
Please check cash transactions at our counter before leaving. Subsequent complaints cannot
be verified, and will not be entertained.
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Large cash transactions may be subject to prior arrangements and charges.
Interest on your deposit will be calculated on a simple basis, and rounded to 2 decimal
places (for Japanese Yen, rounded to yen), and based on:
For HK Dollar, Pound Sterling and Singapore Dollar
Other currencies

:
:

365-day year
360-day year.

Interest will be credited to a HKD savings account semi-annually; and to a foreign currency
account monthly.
For a cheque drawn on a bank in Hong Kong and deposited for collection before the cut-off
time: interest will be credited on that day. If it is deposited after the cut-off time, interest will
accrue on our next business day. For the purpose of this paragraph, business day means a day
where there is inter-bank clearing and settlement of funds in Hong Kong.
If the cheque is dishonoured, the interest will be reversed, and charges may apply. We will
notify you promptly. Please collect the cheque or instruct us to present it again. If we have
not heard from you, we may return the cheque to your address on our record by registered
post. Related expenses will be deducted from your account.
Cheques drawn on a bank in Hong Kong deposited on a day where there is inter-bank clearing
and settlement of funds in Hong Kong for collection before the cut-off time will usually be
cleared at about 3 p.m. on our next business day. For cheques deposited on Friday, the time
will be 3 p.m. on our first business day in the following week. The relevant funds collected
may not be used or withdrawn pending clearance.
You may specify the maximum amount of each payment and the date on which such payments
shall cease in your auto-pay or standing instruction. You may also try to alter or stop a
transaction by giving us instruction to such effect before the transaction is completed. An
advice will not be given if an autopay or standing order is rejected for insufficient funds or
other reasons. If funds are deposited before rejection, and accepted by us for payment, charges
may be deducted. If there has been a rejection for insufficient funds, we may terminate your
autopay arrangement or standing order. 7 business days’ written notice signed by the original
signatures will be required to change or cancel your autopay or standing instruction.
We reserve the right not to collect any cheque or bill.
Please notify us promptly in writing or by another agreed means if, e.g., you change your
address or telephone number. Statements and other documents will be sent to your address
on our record.
The Bank will provide you with statement of account or a passbook may be issued to you.
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It is important for your protection that you carefully examine each statement of account,
advice and confirmation. If you discover any error or unauthorised transaction, you must
notify us immediately. If you do not do so within 90 days, all entries in the statement, advice
and confirmation will become binding on you.
If you hold a passbook, please check after each transaction that proper entries have been
made. Withdrawals may be made with the passbook or account identification card. Please
keep your passbook and account identification card under lock. Please immediately report
any loss to us.
If any sum is payable by you but unpaid, we may combine all or any of your accounts
anywhere and all your liabilities.
In the case of a joint account:
-

all of you together, and each of you individually, have obligations in respect of the
account;

-

if the signing arrangement authorises some of you or other authorised signatories to
act, their actions will bind all of you;

-

the signing arrangement may only be changed by all of you;

-

we may communicate with and pay any one; sums payable to any one may be credited
into your joint account;

-

we may apply the balance in your joint account to reduce any liability of one or more
of you;

-

upon the death of one, the balance in the account will, subject to estate duty clearance,
if any, belong to the survivor;

-

any one may, if necessary, freeze the account.

You may terminate an account or a service after you have given 30 days’ prior notice to us,
complied with our requirements and paid our fees. Charges will apply if the account is
closed within 3 months. A shorter notice may be accepted.
We may, by 30 days’ prior notice, close your account. The notice may, if necessary, take
effect immediately. We may close an account with a zero balance without prior notice.
Please refer to our current Conditions for Services for the actual regulations governing your
accounts.
Hong Kong dollar savings account
You can conduct Hong Kong dollar deposit / withdrawal transactions by using Hong Kong
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dollar savings account. We provide account statement (you can choose to receive either in
electronic form or by mail) for viewing all transaction records.
Interest accrues daily over a 365-day year. Interest is credited semi-annually. In case of
closure of an account, generally interest will be calculated and accrued up to the day preceding
the day on which the account is closed. For details of interest calculation arrangement, please
consult our staff.
We may impose counter service fee and/or monthly fee onto Hong Kong dollar savings
account. We have sole and absolute discretion to waive all or any part of the charges mentioned
above for individual customer class(es) or persons designated by the Bank from time to
time.
Multi-currency savings account
You can only open one multi-currency savings account to handle transactions with various
currencies including Renminbi. Please refer to the relevant leaflet or consult our staff.
Interest is payable on each currency at our rate for that currency. Interest is credited monthly.
In case of closure of an account, generally interest will be calculated and accrued up to the
day preceding the day on which the account is closed. For details of interest calculation
arrangement, please consult our staff.
Foreign currency notes are not usually accepted; the difference in exchange rates will be
deducted. Withdrawals will generally be made in Hong Kong dollars converted at our exchange
rate, or by TT or a draft (subject to charges).
ATM Card
ATM Card is issued to customers with Hong Kong Dollar, Renminbi savings/current deposit
accounts.
ATM Card gives access to your registered accounts (registered accounts can be individual
account, single-sign joint account and sole-proprietor account) at our ATMs and designated
electronic channels.The maximum number of accounts that you may register for each ATM
Card (depending on the type of ATM Card) is subject to our revision from time to time. You
may register any of your accounts under your name (including single-sign joint account) up
to a maximum of 5 Cards (including BOC Credit Card).
Joint account (single-sign joint account only) holder(s) may apply for individual ATM Card.
Up to 5 ATM Cards with the same single-sign joint account as primary account will be
issued to 5 joint account holders for their respective use (depending on the card type).
If your chip-based ATM Card with your joint account as the primary account is not the first
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card issued for the joint account, you may at the account selection screen of ATMs and our
designated electronic channels access any of the first two or three registered accounts for
conducting transactions, depending on whether the ATMs and the designated electronic
channels are compatible with the chip-based ATM Card or not.
You may also conduct transactions over our branch counters for all your accounts (including
individual account and single-sign joint account) simply by producing your ATM Card and
keying in your password to confirm your instruction, subject to the availability of such
authentication service at that branch. The above services shall be including but not limited to
cash withdrawals, transfers, investment, balance enquiry, transaction record enquiry and all
other general counter services.
Depending on the card type of ATM Card, you may collect your Card at branch immediately
or by mail.
The following transactions may be conducted at ATMs and designated electronic channels:
(depending on the type of ATM Card)
- cash withdrawals
- transfers (including “JETCO” interbank transfer)
- balance enquiries
- request current account statements
- request cheque books
- pay bills
- purchase
You may use ATMs with the logo “JETCO”, “UnionPay”, “PLUS” (applicable to BOC VISA
Credit Card linked with bank accounts) or “CIRRUS” (applicable to BOC MasterCard Credit
Card linked with bank accounts) (depending on the card type).
You may use ATMs in Hong Kong with the logo "Interbank Transfer" to transfer funds from
Hong Kong Dollar accounts (including Hong Kong Dollar savings accounts or current
accounts) linked to the ATM Card to accounts of other participating “JETCO” member banks.
If you use “JETCO” interbank transfer, please pay attention for the following information:
-

You should check carefully and ensure accuracy of the payee's account number and amount
before confirming the transaction.
The funds will be debited from the customer's account on NCB's receipt of the interbank
transfer request.
Through “JETCO” funds transfer to other bank's account must complete the interbank
settlement process, the transaction funds cannot be deposited in same day.
The receiving bank may credit received funds to the payee's account at a different time.
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-

-

-

Please contact the receiving bank for enquiries on its crediting time.
When funds are received through “JETCO” network from the paying bank for the
customer's account, NCB will credit the funds to the customer's account in accordance
with the standard of NCB practice.
While receiving the funds cannot be credited to the payee's account successfully and
returned by receiving bank, NCB will refund the amount to the paying customer’s account.
If the funds transferred by the paying bank cannot be credited to the payee’s account
successfully, NCB will return the amount to the paying customer’s bank.
You acknowledge that fund transfers to third party accounts involve risks, for example,
delay and/or non- transfer of funds or any other mistake in the fund transfer, the bank
shall not be liable in the absence of negligence, willful misconduct or fraud of the bank.
Please refer to our bank's Conditions for Services for the terms relating the ATM Card.
For details of “JETCO” member banks that provide Interbank Transfer Services, please
refer to “JETCO” website: http://www.jetco.com.hk/.

You may make purchase at the outlets bearing the “EPS” logo or “UnionPay” logo (depending
on the card type).
The maximum daily transaction limit applicable to all existing and new issued ATM Card
(HKD/Dual Currency) for each customer (regardless of the number of ATM Cards registered
under the same account holder) at the ATMs are listed in the table below, except for the
counter transactions. For transaction involving Renminbi, please also refer to “Supplemental
Information on Renminbi Services”.
-

Daily cash withdrawal limit
Customer segment2
General customer
i-Free Banking customer
Enrich Banking customer
NCB Wealth Management customer

Maximum Daily Limit
10,000.00 1
20,000.00 1
20,000.00 1
30,000.00 1

Limit for adjustment
10,000.00 or 20,000.00 1
10,000.00 or 20,000.00 1
10,000.00 or 20,000.00 1
10,000.00 or 20,000.00 or 30,000.00 1

Remarks:
1. The maximum daily limit is based on HKD or RMB, depending on the currency of transaction.
2. Refers to the highest “Class” among all the single account(s) and joint account(s) under the customer.

-

Daily limit for POS transaction and transfer to other accounts not registered under the card:
- Daily maximum limit for transfer to other accounts in same currency, “EPS” or
“UnionPay” POS transaction is HKD50,000 or RMB50,000 (depending on the
currency of transaction).

-

Daily limit for “JETCO” Interbank Transfer
- Daily maximum limit for “JETCO” Interbank Transfer is HKD50,000. Such limit is
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shared among the above "Daily limit for POS transaction and transfer to other accounts
not registered under the card".
-

Daily transfers limit among registered account:
No daily limit for transfer in same currency among registered accounts.

-

Daily bill payments limit:
Daily bill payments limit via “JET PAYMENT” and “PPS” is HKD100,000 (not applicable
to the ATM Card (RMB) and RMB accounts linked to ATM Card).

-

ATM cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong and withdrawal limit:
Prior to perform ATM cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong, customers are required to
activate their ATM Card in used, as well as to set up the valid day range and cash withdrawal
limit (depending on region, card type and ATM networks). The maximum withdrawal
limit of each of the ATM Card owned by customers must be lower than the daily cash
withdrawal limit of the customers.

Auto-transfer Service (Only applicable to ATM Card (Dual Currency))
-

Auto-transfer Service refers to transactions (including cash withdrawal or purchase)
conducted by you at the “UnionPay” network, where the transaction amount will be
automatically debited from your other account maintained in the ATM Card if the
outstanding balance of your transaction account in the ATM Card is insufficient to settle
the total transaction amount, provided that such other account maintained in the ATM
Card has sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount. Manual fund transfer is
not required.

-

If all the accounts in the ATM Card are either Hong Kong Dollar accounts or Renminbi
accounts, the total transaction amount (in Hong Kong Dollars, Renminbi or other foreign
currency) will be debited from your primary account in the ATM Card. If the outstanding
balance in your primary account is insufficient to settle the total transaction amount, the
total transaction amount will be automatically debited from your first supplementary
account in the ATM Card and so forth. If none of the linked accounts in the ATM Card
has sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.

-

If both Hong Kong Dollar and Renminbi accounts are linked to the ATM Card, the total
transaction amount will first be debited from your first Renminbi account in the ATM
Card when your transactions are in Renminbi. If there is an insufficient balance in such
Renminbi account to settle the total transaction amount, the total transaction amount will
be automatically debited from another Renminbi account (if any) linked to your ATM
Card. If none of the above Renminbi accounts has sufficient funds to settle the total
transaction amount, the total transaction amount will then be debited from your Hong
Kong Dollar account in the ATM Card (in which case, the exchange of Hong Kong Dollars
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to Renminbi will be involved). If none of the linked Hong Kong Dollar accounts in the
ATM Card has sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will
be cancelled. In conclusion, if none of the abovementioned accounts in the ATM Card
has sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.
-

If both Hong Kong Dollar and Renminbi accounts are linked to the ATM Card, the total
transaction amount will first be debited from your first Hong Kong Dollar account in the
ATM Card when your transactions are in Hong Kong Dollars or foreign currency (except
Renminbi). If there is an insufficient balance in such Hong Kong Dollar account to settle
the total transaction amount, the total transaction amount will be automatically debited
from another Hong Kong Dollar account (if any) linked to your ATM Card. If none of the
above Hong Kong Dollar accounts has sufficient funds to settle the total transaction
amount, the total transaction amount will then be debited from your Renminbi account in
the ATM Card (in which case, the exchange of Renminbi to Hong Kong Dollars or foreign
currency will be involved). If none of the linked Renminbi accounts in the ATM Card has
sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.
In conclusion, if none of the abovementioned accounts in the ATM Card has sufficient
funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.

-

Auto-transfer Service is not a pre-set function and you are required to complete the
necessary documents designated by us at any of our branches in order to activate the
Auto-transfer Service.

-

Auto-transfer Service is only applicable in ATM and POS terminal with the “UnionPay”
network for your cash withdrawal and purchase.

-

The Renminbi and Hong Kong Dollars exchange rate for the Auto-transfer Service is
subject to the relevant cash exchange rate prescribed by us at the time of the transaction.
If the exchange of Hong Kong Dollars and foreign currency (except Renminbi) is involved,
the relevant exchange rate of Hong Kong Dollars and foreign currency (except Renminbi)
is subject to the daily exchange rate prescribed by China UnionPay at the time of the
transaction.

-

When you withdraw cash or make purchase by the ATM Card via the “UnionPay” network
(whether or not the Auto-transfer Service is involved), owing to system restrictions
prescribed by the network service provider, the standard receipt generated can only display
the card number of the ATM Card but not the number of the actual account being debited
for the transaction. You can enquire the transaction details via Internet Banking, passbook
or statement.

-

All the accounts, including any Hong Kong Dollar / Renminbi current / savings accounts
maintained in your ATM Card, will be included in the Auto-transfer Service once the
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Auto-transfer Service is activated. You should make sure that sufficient funds are
maintained in all your related accounts linked to the ATM Card for other financial
arrangements (including without limitation autopay transaction or cheque) in order to
avoid other transactions being rejected due to insufficient balance in such accounts.
When using your ATM card, beware of the surroundings. Do not let others see your PIN
or account information. Please memorise your PIN and change it regularly. For security
reasons, you are advised not to use your identity card numbers, birthday dates, telephone
numbers, commonly used combinations of numbers (e.g. 123456) or other easy-to-guess
numbers as your PIN. You are also advised not to use the same code to access other
services, including connection to the internet banking or other websites. Please do not
disclose your PIN to any person under any circumstances, including the Police and Bank
staff. Check that the advice slip is correct, keep it safely or destroy it. You can choose not
to print out an advice slip for ATM transaction.
The following services are also available with your ATM Card: (depending on the card type)
-

“EPS” at merchants with the “EPS” label. Payments will be directly debited from
your registered account. Cardholder can opt to use or terminate the service of
purchasing Hong Kong Jockey Club (HKJC) cash vouchers via EPS.

-

“UnionPay” POS Services: pay for your purchase by UnionPay POS services at any
outlets bearing the “UnionPay” logo. The transaction amount will be debited directly
from the accounts of your ATM Card.

-

“JET PAYMENT” to pay electricity, gas, telephone and other bills at ATMs. Payments
will be directly debited from your registered account. You can print an advice slip for
reference.

-

“PPS” to pay bills on a digital phone or the Internet.

-

RMB notes may be withdrawn at designated ATMs.

When you withdraw cash or make purchase by your ATM Card via “UnionPay”, “PLUS”
(applicable to BOC Visa Credit Card linked with bank accounts) or “CIRRUS” (applicable
to BOC MasterCard Credit Card linked with bank accounts) network, owing to system
restrictions prescribed by the network service provider, the standard receipt generated can
only display the primary account number of your ATM Card but not the number of the actual
account being debited. You can enquire the transaction details via Internet Banking, passbook
or statement.
When you purchase any goods from or use any service provided by any retailer, shop or
organization using your ATM Card via “UnionPay” or “EPS”, the statement from us may not
display the name of the relevant retailer, shop, organization, or the transaction record number.
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The ATM Card may be incorporated into your BOC credit card. If you use the credit card
account to withdraw cash at ATM, additional credit card charges and overdraft interest will
be incurred.
You must call the NCB ATM Card 24-hour Customer Service Hotline (2616 6266)
immediately if you find or believe that your ATM Card has been lost or stolen or that any
unauthorised transactions have occurred. Please also attend our office to confirm the loss,
and obtain a new card.
Charges will apply to :
-

replacing a lost card.

-

cash withdrawal in Hong Kong from ATM other than JETCO ATM.

-

cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong from ATMs with the logo “JETCO”, “UnionPay”,
“PLUS” (applicable to BOC VISA Credit Card linked with bank accounts) or
“CIRRUS” (applicable to BOC MasterCard Credit Card linked with bank accounts)
(depending on the card type)

-

mailing cheque book to you.

ATM Card - Business
ATM Card - Business is issued to sole proprietorships, partnerships, limited companies and
other organizations (business customers).
You may apply for a maximum of 3 ATM Cards - Business. Each ATM Card - Business will
have one primary account designated by you. Each account may be the primary account for
a ATM Card - Business. If you wish to have more than 1 ATM Card - Business, you will need
to designate another account as the primary account.
Apart from the primary account, you may register up to a maximum of 2 of your other accounts
(such as a HKD savings account or current account) opened with us as subsidiary accounts (the
primary account and the subsidiary account(s) are collectively the "registered accounts"). Each
registered account must be opened in your name. By using the ATM Card - Business service,
you will enjoy 24-hour access to your registered accounts at our ATMs and designated electronic
channels.
A holder of the ATM Card - Business must be an authorised signatory of your company. If
a person ceases to be an authorised signatory, the relevant ATM Card - Business will
automatically be cancelled.
A cardholder may access all registered accounts.
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Upon successful application, the ATM Cards - Business will be mailed to your designated
address. No annual fee is payable.
The following transactions may be conducted by a cardholder at ATMs, over the counter at
our branches, and through our designated electronic channels:
-

cash withdrawals
transfers (including “JETCO” interbank transfer)
balance enquiries
request current account statements
request cheque books
pay bills
change the language display on ATM screen

Addition/deletion of registered account(s), re-activation of any ATM Card - Business, change
of daily transaction limit, and change of the embossing name on the ATM Card - Business
must be accompanied by the signed authorisation document by (a) for a sole proprietorship,
the sole proprietor; (b) for a partnership, all partners; and (c) for a limited company, 2
directors / 1 director and the company secretary / the sole director.
You may use ATMs with the logo "JETCO" or "UnionPay".
You may use ATMs in Hong Kong with the logo "Interbank Transfer" to transfer funds from
Hong Kong Dollar accounts (including Hong Kong Dollar savings accounts or current
accounts) linked to the ATM Card to accounts of other participating “JETCO” member banks.
If you use “JETCO” interbank transfer, please pay attention for the following information:
-

-

You should check carefully and ensure accuracy of the payee's account number and amount
before confirming the transaction.
The funds will be debited from the customer's account on NCB's receipt of the interbank
transfer request.
Through “JETCO” funds transfer to other bank's account must complete the interbank
settlement process, the transaction funds cannot be deposited in same day.
The receiving bank may credit received funds to the payee's account at a different time.
Please contact the receiving bank for enquiries on its crediting time.
When funds are received through “JETCO” network from the paying bank for the
customer's account, NCB will credit the funds to the customer's account in accordance
with the standard of NCB practice.
While receiving the funds cannot be credited to the payee's account successfully and
returned by receiving bank, NCB will refund the amount to the paying customer’s account.
If the funds transferred by the paying bank cannot be credited to the payee’s account
successfully, NCB will return the amount to the paying customer’s bank.
You acknowledge that fund transfers to third party accounts involve risks, for example,
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-

delay and/or non- transfer of funds or any other mistake in the fund transfer, the bank
shall not be liable in the absence of negligence, willful misconduct or fraud of the bank.
Please refer to our bank's Conditions for Services for the terms relating the ATM Card.
For details of “JETCO” member banks that provide Interbank Transfer Services, please
refer to “JETCO” website: http://www.jetco.com.hk/.

You may make purchase at outlets bearing the "EPS" logo or "UnionPay" logo.
The maximum daily transaction limit is shared among all ATM Cards - Business for each
customer.
(a)

Daily cash withdrawal limit: up to HK$10,000. You may change the limit to
HKD20,000 or HK$30,000 upon successful application to us.
Daily limit for “EPS” or “UnionPay” POS transactions, “JETCO”
Interbank Transfer and transfer to accounts not registered under ATM Card Business in the same currency: up to HKD50,000.
Daily transfer limit among registered accounts: no limit for transfers in the same
currency among registered accounts.
Daily bill payments limit via "JET PAYMENT" and "PPS": up to HKD100,000.
ATM cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong and withdrawal limit:
Prior to ATM cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong, you must activate your existing
ATM Card - Business, and designate a period of use and cash withdrawal limit
(depending on the region and ATM network). The maximum withdrawal of each
ATM Card - Business must not exceed your daily cash withdrawal limit.

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

For transactions involving Renminbi, please refer to our "Supplemental Information on
Renminbi Services".
The operations and functions of ATM Card - Business and these terms may be revised from
time to time by us.
The following services are also available with your ATM Card - Business:

- "EPS" at merchants with the "EPS" label. Payments will be directly debited from your
registered account.

- "UnionPay" POS Services: pay for your purchase by UnionPay POS services at any
-

outlets bearing the "UnionPay" logo. The transaction amount will be debited directly
from the accounts of your ATM Card - Business.
"JET PAYMENT" to pay electricity, gas, telephone and other bills at ATMs. Payments
will be directly debited from your registered account. You can print an advice slip for
reference.
"PPS" to pay bills on a digital phone or the Internet.
RMB notes may be withdrawn at designated ATMs.
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When you withdraw cash or make purchase by your ATM Card - Business via "UnionPay"
network, owing to system restrictions prescribed by the network service provider, the standard
receipt generated can only display the primary account number of your ATM Card - Business
but not the number of the actual account being debited. You can enquire the transaction
details via Internet Banking, passbook or statement.
When you purchase any goods from or use any service provided by any retailer, shop or
organization using your ATM Card - Business via "UnionPay" or "EPS", the statement from
us may not display the name of the relevant retailer, shop, organization, or the transaction
record number.
You must call the NCB ATM Card 24-hour Customer Service Hotline (2616 6266)
immediately if you find or believe that your ATM Card has been lost or stolen or that any
unauthorised transactions have occurred. Please also attend our office to confirm the loss,
and obtain a new card.
Charges will apply to:

-

replacing a lost card.
cash withdrawal in Hong Kong from ATM other than JETCO ATM.
cash withdrawal outside Hong Kong from ATMs with the logo "JETCO" or "UnionPay".
mailing cheque book to you.

Notice to cardholder :
When using your ATM Card - Business, beware of the surroundings. Do not let others see
your PIN or account information. Please memorise your PIN and change it regularly. For
security reasons, you are advised not to use your identity card numbers, birthday dates,
telephone numbers, commonly used combinations of numbers (e.g. 123456) or other easy to
guess numbers as your PIN. You are also advised not to use the same code to access other
services, including connection to the internet banking or other websites. Please do not disclose
your PIN to any person under any circumstances, including the Police and Bank staff. Check
that the advice slip is correct, keep it safely or destroy it. You can choose not to print out an
advice slip for ATM transaction.
Notice to company :
Please note that each holder of the ATM Card - Business will individually have access to the
company's registered accounts and to the account information even if the existing mandate
of the company requires joint signatures to operate the registered accounts.
We have sole and absolute discretion to waive all or any part of the charges mentioned above
for individual customer class(es) or persons designated by the Bank from time to time.
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Deposit
A large variety of currencies, amounts and terms are available; please refer to the relevant
leaflet or consult our staff.
A deposit may be funded by transfer of fund from your savings or current account maintained
with us. Cash will not be accepted for placing a deposit.
Interest on call deposits is calculated daily at our (fluctuating) rates. A call deposit does not
have a fixed deposit period or maturity date.
The deposit and interest will be repaid at maturity. If we permit early withdrawal, no interest
will be paid, and compensation and charges will be deducted. A deposit, which would
otherwise mature on a non-business day, matures on our next business day. The original
deposit interest rate will apply.
A deposit may be funded by a cheque drawn on a bank in Hong Kong, if we agree. Funds
may not be withdrawn before the cheque has been cleared. If the cheque is dishonoured,
accrued interest will be reversed and charges will be imposed.
On making a deposit, you may give instructions for the disposal of principal and interest at
maturity (for example, automatic rollover, transfer to savings or current accounts etc.). No
reminder of the maturity date will be sent. Withdrawal in Hong Kong dollars may be made at
our designated branches. The funds may be withdrawn by means of a cashier’s order (charges
apply). A foreign currency deposit may be withdrawn by TT or a draft. Charges may apply.
Cash withdrawal of the deposit will not be accepted.
If you fail to give maturity instruction for a deposit, the principal and interest of the deposit
will at maturity be placed a one day call deposit automatically.
If you fail to give maturity instruction for a swap deposit, the principal and interest of the
swap deposit will at maturity be rolled over for the same deposit period automatically.
Club Deposit
Club Deposit may be maintained in designated currencies and deposit tenors in accordance
with your needs and goals. You may also choose the deposit amount (subject to the prescribed
minimum amount) and the date starting the instalments. Please consult our staff for details.
We will issue a “Deposit Confirmation” setting out the information about the Club Deposit,
including: the target amount at maturity, amount for each instalment, instalment date, the
deposit tenor, the maturity date and the interest rate etc. after setting up a Club Deposit.
Please check the details promptly and let us know if there is any error.
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You may arrange an autopay instruction to debit the deposit amount from your designated
account maintained with us when setting up a Club Deposit. Payment from other banks shall
not be accepted. Upon maturity, all the deposits and interests will be paid to the same
designated account. If the instalment date is a non-business day in that month, you should
make instalment or have sufficient funds in your designated account on the preceding business
day. If the instalment date is scheduled on the last day of a month and falls on a Saturday,
instalment will be debited from the designated account on the preceding business day.
If any instalment is not paid on time, we are entitled to deduct interest payable.
Cheque
A cheque payable to a named payee “or bearer” is payable to any person who presents the
cheque to us.
A cheque payable to a named payee with or without the words “or order” is payable to him
or another person to whom the cheque is endorsed.
A cheque which is not “crossed” (a cash cheque) may be cashed.
A “crossed” cheque would not be paid in cash to the holder. For your protection, please
delete “or bearer” on and cross all cheques. Do not pre-sign a cheque in blank.
Please use care in drawing paper cheques; do not facilitate alteration or forgery. The signature
should not be too simple. Write in non-erasable ink or ballpoint pen in Chinese or English.
Write the payee’s full name, and cross out any blank space. Leave no space in front of, in
between or after the amount. Add “only” after the amount in words. Use Arabic numerals for
figures. Confirm any alteration by your full signature.
A paper cheque book will usually be mailed to you within 1 week. If you request bearer
cheques to be mailed to you, registered post will be used at your cost. On receipt, please
check the cheque serial numbers, account number, your printed name and the number of the
cheques. Please immediately report any irregularities to us. Please keep your cheque books
under lock. Please immediately report the loss of any signed or blank cheque or cheque book
to us.
For channel(s) of using “e-Cheques Services”, please visit our website or contact our staff
for details.
Please use care in issuing e-Cheque: please keep your electronic banking service password
secret. Write the payee’s full name.
A cheque may be dishonoured if there are insufficient cleared funds (or overdraft facility) in
your account. Charges may apply. Prior advice may not be given. We may choose to pay
(without advice). If we do so, you will repay the resulting debit, interest and charges.
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We may return a cheque unpaid if it is incorrectly completed, altered without your full
signature, post-dated or out-of-date (e.g., 6 months old). Charges may apply.
If you wish to stop payment, please give us full details of the account and cheque. Charges
will apply.
Hong Kong dollar current account
A statement will be sent to you, or an electronic statement will be available, if there has been
any transaction in your account during the previous month. If you do not receive a statement
within 15 days, please notify us.
Interest is not payable on the account balance. Overdraft interest accrues daily over a 365day year, and will be calculated to 2 decimal places (without rounding) and deducted on the
last business day of each month.
"CurrentPlus" Integrated Current and Savings Account
Opening a "CurrentPlus" Integrated Current and Savings Account allows you to issue cheques
and earn interest at the same time. Interest accrues on the daily balance over a 365-day year.
Interest is payable monthly. Overdraft interest accrues daily over a 365-day year, and will be
calculated to 2 decimal places (without rounding) and deducted on the last business day of each
month.
When there is any transaction within a calendar month, a statement will be sent to you which
may be in an electronic format.
US dollar current account
A TT account; TT exchange rates are applied. Deposits will be made in Hong Kong dollar notes,
by transfer from another account or by a US dollar cheque drawn on a bank in Hong Kong.
US dollar notes may be deposited at our designated branches. The difference in exchange
rates will be deducted.
Withdrawals (US$6,000 or less) may be made in Hong Kong dollar notes; the difference in
exchange rates will be deducted. Withdrawals in US dollar notes, if available, may be made
at our designated branches; the difference in exchange rates will be deducted. We may pay
by TT or a draft; charges will be deducted.
A statement will be sent to you, or an electronic statement will be available, if there has been
any transaction in your account during the previous month. If you do not receive a statement
within 15 days, please notify us.
Interest is not payable on the account balance. Overdraft interest accrues daily over a 360- 17 -

day year, and will be calculated to 2 decimal places (without rounding) and deducted on the
last business day of each month.
Internet Banking / Phone Banking
We provide various electronic channels including the Internet and telephone, to facilitate
access to your registered accounts. Third party accounts may be registered for transfers to
them.
In the case of a joint account and the account is any-one-to-sign effective (i.e. the account is
either one to sign only), each of you may operate the account using Internet Banking / Phone
Banking and validly give instructions, including but not limited to fund transfer, investment,
balance enquiry and transaction record enquiry. This applies even if not all joint account
holders register to use the Internet Banking/Phone Banking.
In the case of a joint account which requires two or more authorized signatories to operate
the account (i.e. the account is both-to-sign effective), the scope of services to be provided to
each of you via Internet Banking/Phone Banking shall be limited to enquiring information
about the account, including but not limited to balance enquiry and transaction record enquiry.
You may specify the payment transaction daily limit of Internet Banking.
You may alter or stop a transaction by giving us instructions to such effect before the
transaction is completed.
Different channels may provide different services and transaction limits.
Our system will assign a reference number to a completed transaction. When you enquire
about a transaction, please quote the transaction date and reference number.
On completing your transactions, please disconnect from our system (and, if appropriate,
turn off the computer), to prevent others from accessing your account.
For further information, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions on our website, or
email us, or telephone us at 2622 2633.
Internet Banking / Phone Banking annual and service fees are at the present waived. Our
usual transaction charges apply.
You may report security incidents or complaints to our 24-hour Electronic Banking Security
hotline at 2850 1100.
Outward remittance
Where it is necessary for you to transfer any funds in foreign currency to another bank, or
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transfer any funds in Hong Kong Dollar to a bank out of Hong Kong, you may apply to do so
by way of remittance (telegraphic transfer or bank draft).
As remittance usually involves cross-border or inter-bank transfer of funds, funds once
remitted are no longer under the disposition of the remitting bank. Although we are obliged
to use our best efforts to carry out the remittance instruction through the intermediary banks
or institutions, you shall be responsible for the accuracy of the remittance instruction (including
the name/address of the beneficiary and the receiving bank and the receiving account etc)
and liable for all the risks and liabilities arising from any circumstances which are beyond
the control of the bank.
The payer will understand that differences in the legal system of the beneficiary’s country or
territory and in the payment system, foreign exchange control or banking practice may well effect
the time when the beneficiary actually receives the funds. Additional costs may also be involved.
The remitting bank may not be able to control or anticipate any such differences or costs.
You should elect to remit your funds either by telegraphic transfer or bank draft according to
your own needs and fill in clearly and duly sign the remittance application form.
Your remittance may involve one or more heads of fees, for instance the enquiry and handling
charges of the remitting bank (including telegram charges), and fees of the intermediary and
beneficiary’s bank. The actual costs tariff will depend on the circumstances. You may elect
to have such charges and fees paid by the recipient party.
Telegraphic Transfer: We shall, through the computer network system of the Society of
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT), facsimile or telegram act on
the information provided by you and instruct our overseas branch or correspondent bank to
pay the funds to the beneficiary’s bank which shall then make available such funds to the
beneficiary. Once the funds is paid to the beneficiary’s bank or credited to the account of the
beneficiary, the transaction is considered completed (or “paid and discharged” in everyday
language).
Telegraphic transfer is the fastest, safest and most reliable mode of remittance, however
higher handling fees are payable.
Where details of the beneficiary’s bank and account number are clearly stated, it should
normally take 1 to 2 business days to transfer the funds to the beneficiary’s bank. It may
however take longer in practice as a result of local legal and payment systems, foreign currency
controls or banking practice.
If the details are not clearly stated in the remittance particulars, the remitting bank may have
to send the remittance notice, the remittance receipt or bank draft to the beneficiary by post
and the beneficiary will have to go to the bank personally to attend to the procedure and
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acknowledge receipt, or receive the funds through local bills clearing system. The time of
the transaction will therefore be lengthened according to the actual circumstances.
It is therefore in your own interest to ensure the accuracy of the remittance instruction.
Bank Draft: We shall issue and deliver to you an at-sight bank draft made payable to the
payee according to the information you provide in the “Bank Draft Application Form”. You,
the payer, will have to personally deliver the bank draft to the payee who will present it to the
paying bank stated therein for payment or cash the same through his own bank. The handling
fees of bank draft are lower than those of telegraphic transfer.
Application Procedure for Canceling Remittance or Changing Particulars:
-

Where it becomes necessary for you to cancel the remittance or change the particulars
after you have instructed us to transfer the funds, you shall fill in our application form
as soon as possible.

-

Where the remittance process cannot be terminated or suspended and funds are paid
and discharged, then even if we have accepted your application and proceeded with
your request, neither we, the relevant intermediary bank or its branch, correspondent
bank or receiving bank have the legal authority to compel the payee to return the
funds or to refrain the payee from cashing the remittance. Where this is the case and
we are unable to carry out your request of cancellation of remittance or change of
particulars, neither we nor the relevant institutions or banks shall be liable and the
relevant handling fees shall not be returned.

-

Where the funds are transferred by way of a bank draft, we will only entertain any
application for cancellation of remittance or change of particulars if the original bank
draft is returned to us. If the bank draft is lost, you must immediately report the case
to us and sign a letter of indemnity. We are entitled to proceed with your request only
after an additional indemnity has been executed by a third party whom we endorse.
We shall only cancel the remittance or reissue a new draft after confirming with the
paying bank that the remittance has not been paid and discharged and receiving an
acknowledgement from the paying bank to the effect they have either countermanded
payment or received a valid notice of cancellation.

-

When applying for cancellation of remittance or reporting the loss of draft, you shall
pay fees including enquiry and handling fees (including telegram charges) as well as
all other fees of the banks involved in the transaction. Where your enquiry of the
status of remittance necessitates further enquiry with the correspondent bank or paying
bank by telegram, we shall be entitled to charge a handling fee in this connection.

-

Where we accept your application for cancellation of remittance, the relevant funds
will only be returned to you after the paying bank has returned the same to us. The
time necessary to return the funds will vary with circumstances. We shall not be
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liable for any loss suffered by you arising from the delay, e.g. interests and difference
in exchange rate etc.
We shall determine the applicable exchange rate for the remittance on the basis of our spot
rate. If a provisional exchange rate is used in your application for a remittance or draft, we
may debit any shortfall or credit any gain to your account without prior notice after we have
determined the applicable exchange rate. We shall promptly notify you if the remittance
could not be affected.
Inward remittance
Money received from outside Hong Kong shall accrue interest upon being credited to your
account (presently USD and HKD current accounts do not accrue interest).
A handling fee shall be chargeable for each transaction of inward remittance (including our
handling fees, and those of the intermediary, remitting and correspondent banks).
If a remittance to your account is received in a different currency from that of your account,
it will be converted into the currency of your account at our spot rate before it is credited to
your account. We shall notify you upon receipt of the remittance.
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